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Three different small aircraft, a Diamond DA40, a Cessna Skyhawk 172S and a Cirrus SR22, are 
-hybrid 
system or an all-electric system. The serial-hybrid system uses a gasoline engine to generate 
electricity that can power the main electric motor or charge onboard batteries, while the all-
electric system uses batteries only and does not carry a gasoline engine. General system 
designs are proposed, and a calculation model was developed to allow for analysis of the three 
different aircraft and their variants. The all-electric and serial-hybrid variants are compared to 
e on a 
representative flight plan as best as possible. Feasibility is evaluated on how well the variants 
perform relative to the gas variant and how power plant system weight, useable weight, 
endurance, range, and fuel consumption compare. Converting to an all-electric would reduce 
similar amounts of flight time. A serial-hybrid possesses a higher basic empty weight but will be 
able to trade battery pack weight for gasoline weight, and as a result can receive some benefits 
of an all-electric and benefits of an all-gas system. Performing a conversion of a gas system to 
an all-electric system would be difficult to achieve successfully without sacrificing significant 
performance such as speed and flight endurance. However, a serial-hybrid system conversion is 
possible, but flight endurance and range are sacrificed while fuel consumption is reduced. A 
serial-hybrid is useful in some scenarios, such as a training aircraft, due to low time per flight 
and short distances of flight, but a gasoline powered aircraft can travel farther and for longer 
due to the higher energy density of gasoline.  
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1 Introduction 
The aviation industry in the United States is facing increased environmental regulations with 
other regulators around the world already instituting stricter emission standards [1]. A possible 
path to meet these standards is the electrification of aircraft. Such technology is currently used 
in automobiles, and while mostly prototypes exist for aircraft. Electric aircraft are more 
sensitive to the drawbacks of electric propulsion than electric automobiles. Electric propulsion 
systems are heavy, and weight is a major factor in aircraft design, operation, and efficiency. This 
report will explore a one-to-one exchange in an existing aircraft from an internal combustion 
engine to an electric motor system or hybrid-electric system and analyze the trade-offs. While 
the cited emission standard by the US-EPA is targeting large airliner-type aircraft, general 
aviation will likely see regulations in the future for newly produced aircraft.  
 The aircraft examined in this report are small aircraft belonging to the segment of general 
aviation that can be flown by a single pilot, with a private pilot certificate, can carry three 
additional people, is on the order of 1200 kg (2600 lbs) max gross weight, and stays below 460 
km/h (250 kts) during cruise. These aircraft are typically what you would see at a small airport 
that are used for personal activities and transportation or are used for flight training.  
The proposed hybrid system would utilize battery storage and an onboard generator to convert 
fuel energy into electric energy thereby achieving a higher fuel efficiency compared to a gas 
engine while sacrificing less range and useful load compared to an all-electric aircraft. As with 
road vehicles, a hybrid system could provide a useful intermediate step to 100% aircraft 
electrification while battery technology improves, and benefits from the advantages of 
hydrocarbon-fuel engines. As it stands right now, energy storage using a battery is lower in 
energy-capacity per unit-of-weight and per unit volume than a similar weight or a similar 
volume of a hydrocarbon fuel. By using three existing aircraft as baselines, a hypothetical 
system conversion is performed to show trade-offs in using an all-electric system, a serial-
hybrid system, and the existing internal combustion engine system.  
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Hybrid systems in general fit into two broad classes: parallel hybrids and serial hybrids. A 
parallel hybrid aircraft is where a fuel engine and electric motor both directly provide power to 
the propeller. In a car, the gas or diesel engine and the electric motor directly drive the wheels. 
The Toyota Prius [2] is an example of parallel hybrid system in a car where the electric motor is 
higher speeds and during sustained driving. A serial-hybrid aircraft is where the electric motor 
only directly powers the propeller, and the fossil-fuel engine generates electricity for use by the 
electrical motor. The Chevy Volt [3] is an example of a serial-hybrid car since the car contains a 
that can provide electricity to the drive system when the onboard 
batteries are depleted enabling a longer driving distance. A serial hybrid system is the focus for 
this report.  
To address the question of feasibility, the proposed systems can be evaluated based on several 
factors: overall weight, useable weight, range, endurance, and economics. Overall weight is the 
weight of the power plant system, and includes the power plant itself (electric motor, or gas 
engine), the energy storage (batteries and fuel), and the other parts needed to make the 
system function (such as motor controller, generator, and piping.) However, the pilot of the 
aircraft usually cares about the usable weight, which is the weight available for people, cargo, 
and fuel (if fuel is used). The range is the distance the aircraft can fly, and the endurance is the 
time the aircraft can fly. If someone were to trade in their existing GA aircraft for an all-electric 
or hybrid-electric aircraft, they will want to know if it can suit their needs for travel. Therefore, 
feasibility will be evaluated using the stated parameters and comparing the serial-hybrid and 
all-electric system to the gas version of the existing aircraft. The airframe and general layout of 
the aircraft will stay the same and a custom, new aircraft design is not proposed.   
Additionally, the appeal of electric aircraft is that the projected cost-per-hour of operation is 
lower because the overall system is less complex and maintenance costs are lower [4,5]. Explicit 
operational costs beyond fuel consumption is not considered in the report as these costs are 
highly variable, and Section 1.1 outlines the source of this uncertainly in a brief discussion on 
overall aircraft ownership. Overall, environmental stewardship, complying with possible future 
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regulations around the world, and reduced operating costs are the main reasons to consider GA 
aircraft electrification.  
1.1 Operations and Maintenance Costs 
Estimating operational and maintenance costs for general aviation aircraft is difficult due 
factors such as regional fuel prices, regional maintenance labor costs, the complexity of an 
aircraft, certification status of the aircraft, insurance, and any financing costs. Even within the 
same family of aircraft, built in the same year, differences in avionics and other addon features 
influence operational costs between otherwise identical aircraft. 
Mandated by the FAA, maintenance such as annual inspections, pitot-static system inspections, 
and emergency locator inspections must be performed as specific calendar intervals [6,7]. 
Other inspections, like the time between overhauls (TBO), are dependent on the frequency of 
flying, and 
should be disassembled, inspected, repaired, and rebuilt. Based on anecdotal evidence by 
talking to aircraft owners the author knows personally, the cost of an engine overhaul seems to 
increase as engine power or complexity increases. The information that follows in this section 
regarding operation costs is provided as contextual information and not based on rigorously 
determined data.  
The cost of an overhaul for an aircraft engine on the order of 75 kW (100 HP) is around $30,000 
to $40,000 and an aircraft with an engine of 134kW (180 HP) is approximately $40,000 to 
$60,000. These costs are driven by labor and the parts needed to disassemble and reassemble 
aircraft engines. By contrast, an electric motor system consists of batteries, wiring, solid-state 
control circuitry and the electric motor. The rotating rotor inside the electric motor is the main 
moving part compared to the intricate internal combustion engine with many moving parts. 
Time between inspections and overhauls (except for regulation imposed inspections) is less, 
meaning less recurring cost.  
The unique source of recurring cost for electrified aircraft will be that battery packs need 
replacement since charge-discharge cycles reduce battery capacity. At the time of this writing, 
Tesla, Inc. is providing a 150,000-mile warranty on their Model S electric vehicle that the 
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battery will retain 70% capacity [8]. The Model S advertised range is 400 miles [9]. Therefore, 
Tesla, Inc. is guaranteeing a minimum of 375 charge-discharge cycles assuming capacity 
remains at the maximum. While this is a warranty and not the actual lifetime of a battery, it 
indicates how much confidence Tesla, Inc. has in its batteries. A research paper by Harlow et al. 
[10] is showing a comparison between two cell configurations and typical cylindrical cells lose 
50% capacity at 1500 cycles and a pouch configuration lose only 10-15% capacity at 4000-4500 
cycles. Increasing charge-discharge cycles will directly reduce the cost of the battery pack over 
the lifetime of the vehicle and the cost of replacement. Cost of ownership in this report will 
focus only on fuel savings, but battery technology is evolving and will increase the appeal and 
feasibility of aircraft electrification. 
1.2 Current Technology and Active Development Areas 
Electrification of aircraft propulsion is an active area of research and commercialization of new 
technology. New businesses are starting in different areas of the electric aircraft market as well 
as investment from prominent aircraft companies. While hybrid aircraft is the focus of this 
report, technology being developed for electric aircraft influences the feasibility of hybrid 
systems.  
1.2.1 Vertical Take-off and Landing 
At the time of this writing, electric vertical-takeoff-and-landing (eVTOL) is an evolving field with 
many businesses working on concepts and protypes for this type of aircraft. Kitty Hawk [11] and 
Joby Aviation [12] are two such companies that are working on these concepts, and their goals 
are short distance transport using all-electric aircraft.  By contrast, the focus of this report is on 
existing fixed wing, horizonal take off and landing, single-engine aircraft.  
1.2.2 In-Development Passenger-Service Aircraft 
Some of the new concepts for passenger aircraft designed around hybrid and all-electric 
systems are relevant to potential future designs of GA aircraft. The passenger aircraft described 
next are serial-hybrids, which means they will be generating electricity using an electrical 
generator, such as an Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), to provide power to batteries and the electric 
motors. The hydrocarbon engine will not directly operate the propulsion systems. 
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Wright Electric [13] is developing a distributed electric fan (e-fan) propulsion system for a 186-
seat passenger jet which lacks the usual vertical tail that is present on current passenger 
aircraft. A distributed propulsion system uses an increasing number of smaller propulsion 
devices instead of 2 to 4 large engines and as a result the vertical tail is less necessary since if 
one, smaller engine stops working, the aircraft is less affected by the unequal amounts of thrust 
on each side of the aircraft. A smaller or different shaped vertical tail reduces drag allowing the 
aircraft to fly further or faster.  The vertical fin is however still required to orient the aircraft in 
the direction of travel much like a wind vane orients in the direction of the wind. A distributed 
engine system design contrasts to the more traditional design by Zunum Aero [14] and Airbus 
[15] that use the normal tail design with 2 to 4 e-fan engines
and the Airbus E-FanX is projected to carry 186 passengers.  
The turbofan engine powers many aircraft today and works by a jet engine spinning a large 
multi-bladed propeller inside a shroud. The electric fan concept replaces the jet engine with an 
electric motor enabling a compact design and does not require air to operate like a jet engine 
requires air for combustion. The benefit of this design is that propulsion motors and air-inlets 
can decouple meaning an air-inlet is not needed for each engine, allowing reduced air-inlet drag 
[4,16].  
1.2.3 Existing or In-Development General Aviation-type Aircraft 
Bye Aerospace [17] is working on a 2-seat and a 4-seat electric aircraft that is predicted to have 
a 3-hour (cruise) flight time. Bye is accepting orders for their two and four-seater aircraft with 
anticipation of delivering the first two-seater aircraft in 2021. Their promotional material shows 
a working prototype of the two-seater aircraft. 
Eviation [18] is working on a 9-seater, three engine electric aircraft, and they are working on a 
prototype to conduct their first test flights. This is an all-electric aircraft with the unique feature 
of putting one electric motor on each wing tip due to the small weight and size of electric 
motors. Their claim is that this reduces induced drag from wing tip vortices and that the motors 
can help with yaw control[5,18].  
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AMPAIRE [19] is developing and testing a parallel-hybrid aircraft based on the Cessna 337 
Skymaster that looks to use the standard gas engine on the front and a second electric motor 
on the back. It is a dual engine design where one propeller is in front of the engine 
aircraft alo . 
Voltaero [20] is developing a parallel- , but they 
are using three electric motors - a pull-prop electric motor on each wing, and a push-prop gas 
engine behind the cabin.   
Rolls-Royce [21] is working on a high-performance single seat electric aircraft called Accel that 
will be capable of higher speeds and aerobatics. This appears to be a project to demonstrate 
the technology and to experiment with new technology. Siemens was previously working on a 
project like the Accel aircraft, but Rolls-Royce purchased Siemens e-aircraft division in 2019.  
Currently flying in the United States and Europe is the Pipistrel Alpha Electro aircraft [22]. It is a 
light sport, all-electric aircraft aimed at the pilot training market. Just large enough to fit two 
people, the plane can fly for 1 hour with 20 minutes reserve doing traffic pattern practice, or 45 
minutes plus 20 minutes reserve cruising. 
Currently under development by Pipistrel 
only aircraft, but there are plans and figures available for a series-hybrid and all-electric variant 
of the aircraft [23,24]. Table 1-1 is a comparison taken directly from Panthera  website 
showing the stats of each aircraft variant. These numbers can be referenced later to compare 
results, and it shows a decrease in performance when compared to the working gas variant.  
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Table 1-1: Panthera Performance 
 Panthera Panthera Hybrid Panthera Electro 
Category Utility (+4.4 g.) Utility (+4.4 g) Utility (+4.4 g) 
Power plant Lycoming IO-540 Hybrid 145 kW Pure electric 145 kW 
Rated power 210 HP 195 HP (equivalent) 195 HP (equivalent) 
Specifications 
Max Take-off Weight 1200 kg / 2640 lb 1200 kg / 2640 lb 1200 kg / 2640 lb 
Useful payload 520 kg / 1145 lb 270 kg / 595 lb 200 kg / 440 lb 
Full fuel payload 345 kg / 760 lb n/a n/a 
Performance (Max Take-off Weight) 
Typical cruise speed 
(TAS) 374 km/h / 202 kts  263 km/h / 142 kts 218 km/h / 118 kts 
Climb rate at MTOW 6.1 m/s / 1200 fpm 5.7 m/s / 1140 fpm 5.7 m/s / 1140 fpm 
Range at cruise speed, 
4 people aboard (incl. 
45 min reserve) 
>1900 km / >1025 NM 1220 km / 660 NM 400 km / 215 NM 
Service ceiling 6,100 m/ FL 200 4000 m / FL 130 4000 m / FL 130 
 
2 Aircraft Models, Configurations, Design Goals, Components 
Assessing the feasibility of a serial-hybrid system on existing aircraft is the goal of this study, 
and to perform the analysis, three different aircraft are discussed and will be compared by 
performing a representative mission for a single engine, general aviation (GA) aircraft. An 
additional configuration, the all-electric system, is considered as a comparison since all-electric 
aircraft already exist or are in development, and an electric variant is closely related to the 
serial hybrid variant discussed in this report. 
2.1 General Aviation Flight Profiles  
Small general aviation aircraft serve three broad purposes: Recreation, personal transportation, 
and flight training. For recreation and flight training, these flights typically stay around 1200 
meters or less in altitude and remain close to the home airport. Flight time, or endurance, best 
describes the capability of these flights and is simply how long the aircraft can maintain 
powered flight. 
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pattern. The traffic pattern is a methodical way for aircraft to fly near an airport and to land. An 
aircraft will take-off, climb to 300 meters above ground level, fly parallel to the runway, 
opposite the direction of take-off, start descending, and land again on the runway. Figure 2-1 
depicts this flight path from a top-down view.  
 
Personal transportation is more concerned with the distance that can be traveled and the 
speed at which the aircraft ca is affected 
by the wind speed in flight. The speed reported inside the aircraft is the speed relative to the 
outside air immediately around the aircraft. The ground speed is the actual speed of the 
aircraft. (For the purposes of this report, the ground speed and the airspeed are assumed 
equal.) The range then can be estimated as the airspeed multiplied by the time of flight.  
The flight profile illustrated in Figure 2-2 will be the profile used primarily for modeling and 
addressing the question of feasibility of a hybrid system. The segments of the flight are the 
Figure 2-2: The major  
Figure 2-1: Schematic of a traffic pattern flight path. The downwind segment is at the traffic pattern altitude, and 
in this report can be treated as the cruise altitude. 
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same regardless if the airplane is staying local, or traveling from point A to point B, with the 
main difference being the altitude reached during the cruise segment.  Figure 2-2 consists of 
five segments which are takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, and landing. In the first phase, the 
aircraft will take-off, and transition into the second phase to maintain a steady climb that is 
 third phase is 
cruise where the aircraft will maintain an altitude of 2500 meters (8000 feet) at an airspeed 
faster than the climb phase while utilizing approximately 65% to 85% of maximum power. The 
fourth phase is descent where the aircraft will descend to the airport at a specified airspeed 
and vertical velocity. The fifth phase is when the aircraft lands at the airport.  
The serial-hybrid and all-electric aircraft will be compared to the existing aircraft (referred to as 
is report) by switching the existing power plant with an equivalent-in-
power all-electric or hybrid-electric power plant. The power plant is connected to the same 
propeller among all variants.  
Take-off, the first phase, will not be considered in significant detail as the primary parameters 
affecting this phase are thrust, rolling friction, and aerodynamic drag. Thrust is influenced by 
the power available in the power plant and the type of propeller, but since the power output of 
the power plant and the propeller are the same between variants, thrust will not affect take-off 
performance. The next parameter is rolling friction which is a function of the maximum gross 
weight (MGW) of the aircraft. The max gross weight between variants will be the same since 
this study alters the existing aircraft as little as possible. In addition, the max gross weight is the 
worst-case scenario at takeoff and anything lighter will perform better than conditions at max 
gross weight. Lastly, aerodynamic drag is a function of the 
shape is not being altered. Overall, takeoff performance will be the same among an individual 
.  
Climb, cruise, and descent are discussed in detail in Sections  3.2.3, 3.2.4, and 3.2.5 respectively 
in relation to the equations and model outlined in Section 3. These phases are where the large 
majority of energy is used during a flight. The fifth phase, landing, will not be considered in 
detail for similar reasons as take-off. Landing is assumed to be at max gross weight and would 
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be the worst-case scenario for a landing. The primary goal of this study is to determine the 
feasibility of a hybrid-electric power system in-flight.  
2.2 Configurations 
Three configurations are considered to address both the accuracy of the model and to answer 
the question of feasibility: gas-powered, serial hybrid and all-electric. The gas-powered 
configuration can verify the when compared to the 
performance of existing aircraft and thus acts as the baseline configuration. The serial-hybrid 
variant functions by an electric motor directly spinning the propeller while the gas engine is an 
electricity generator. The all-electric operates with only batteries as the exclusive power source 
for the main electric motor.  
2.2.1 Gas Variant 
The gas engine power plant, represented by a block diagram in Figure 2-3, shows a how a gas 
aircraft is represented in the model and illustrates how the efficiencies of energy (power) 
transfer through the system. The energy source (fuel) moves through the system where the 
engine converts the chemical energy into mechanical energy to operate the propeller.  The 
direction of energy flow is represented by the arrows and are labeled by numbers, which 
correspond to the efficiencies listed in Table 2-1. Arrow 2 represents the engine efficiency of 
converting supplied energy (fuel) into useful energy for the next block. The amount of 
Figure 2-3: System diagram of gas engine. The numbers correlate to 















mechanical energy converted from chemical energy via fuel combustion is 30% or 0.3 and is a 
general efficiency for combustion engines.  




3 & 4 0.8 
 
Arrows 3 and 4 are grouped together in Table 2-1 and assigned an overall efficiency because 
individual efficiencies are difficult to determine. These two efficiencies account for mechanical 
loss between the engine output shaft and thrust efficiency by the propeller [25]. 
2.2.2 All-Electric Variant 
In this variant (Figure 2-4) an electric motor, motor controller, an electronics bus with a battery 
management system (BMS), and a battery pack replace the gas engine and fuel tank. The 
electric motor will provide power directly to the propeller and the power output is controlled 
by the motor controller, which changes the rotation speed to control power output. The 
battery pack stores and supplies the power used by the main electric motor, and the power 
distribution is controlled by the electronics bus. Other components that operate on electricity 


















Figure 2-4: All-electric system diagram showing power flow from battery energy 
storage to the propeller. 
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propeller. Existing aircraft have an electrical bus in some manner drawing power from an 
alternator or on-board battery to operate avionics, lights, and control surfaces. 
Table 2-2 lists the efficiencies for energy transfer between blocks designated in Figure 2-4. 
Efficiencies 2 and 3 are grouped together and are represented by one value since in-depth 
design and analysis of the bus and motor controller would be needed to determine the 
individual values [16]. Efficiency 4 represents the electric motor efficiency with motor 
manufacturers quoting greater than 0.95 [26]. Efficiency 5 is any possible loss due to RPM 
reduction and propeller efficiency.  
Table 2-2: Efficiencies for All-Electric System 
Label Efficiency 
1 Dependent on C-rate 
2 & 3 0.95 
4 0.96 
5 0.8 
Efficiency 1 is dependent on a battery cell property called the C-rate and is the ratio of 
discharge amps to the amp-hours of the battery (the battery capacity).  Increasing the C-rate 
decreases the efficiency of energy provided by the cell. A faster discharge rate increases the 
as heat. Decreasing the C-rate can be 
accomplished by a lower power demand or by increasing the size of the battery pack so less 
energy is needed at any given instance from the battery pack. These same ideas are relevant for 
the hybrid variant as well. 
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2.2.3 Hybrid-Electric Variant
The hybrid-electric system is a serial hybrid system that is similar to the electric engine variant, 
but adds the ability generate electricity to power the electric motor and to possibly charge the 
batteries. The serial system utilizes batteries, but the battery pack will be sized such that the 
battery pack and electricity generator in tandem provide sufficient energy for conditions 
requiring maximum power.  
Table 2-3: Efficiencies for serial hybrid system 
Label Efficiency 
1 & 2 0.3 
3 & 5 & 6 0.9 
4 Dependent on C-rate 
7 0.96 
8 0.9 
The efficiencies for this system are similar to the electric variant, now with the added 
combustion engine efficiencies. As noted previously, combustion engines will lose useful energy 
to thermal energy and internal mechanical losses resulting in an efficiency of 0.3 [25]. In the 
model this will be the efficiency of converting fuel into electric power and is represented by 
Arrow 1 & 2 in Figure 2-5. A key difference in the operating characteristics of the generator 



























Figure 2-5: Serial hybrid system diagram showing the general components to transmit stored or generated energy 
to the propeller.  
8 
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and constant load, and will not need to constantly increase or decrease in RPM during the 
flight. Relative to the all-electric variant, the serial-hybrid system is supplementing the power 
stored in the batteries, with the goal to enable longer range, inflight charging, and ground 
charging when access to an electrical outlet is not available. 
2.3 Aircraft 
The aircraft used in this analysis are a Diamond DA40, a Cessna Skyhawk 172S, and a Cirrus 
SR22, which are all single engine aircraft that can be flown by pilots with a private pilot rating 
and are not considered higher powered aircraft. The DA40 and C172 are both similar weights 
with similar amounts of rated engine horsepower while the SR22 is a larger, more powerful 
aircraft.  
The relevant values listed in Table 2-4, Table 2-5, and Table 2-6 were derived using different 
approaches. The simplest was referring to the   (POH) and 
either directly using a value or deriving the value using a simple calculation. A second method, 
specifically for estimating surface area, was to measure the drawings in the POH and scaling up 
the dimension to real life dimensions. (The POH drawings all provided basic length, wingspan, 
and height dimensions, which were used to determine the scaling factor.) A third method used 
estimated values obtained from relevant literature and an aircraft design textbook, Aircraft 
Design: A Conceptual Approach [16]. 
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2.3.1 Diamond DA40
The DA40 [27], which is a 4-seater, single 
engine aircraft. The propeller is a constant speed propeller that is powered by a 134kW (180HP) 
Lycoming IO-360M1-A engine [28]. Table 2-4 lists various values about the aircraft that are used 
in the model. major characteristics to note about the aircraft is that it has a large aspect ratio, is 
composite construction, and is a more modern design that also resembles a glider. 
In Table 2-4, Table 2-5, and Table 2-6 are important speeds for all three aircraft that are listed 
 
airspeed that is shown by the airspeed indicator on the instrument panel inside the aircraft. 
While IAS is important to aircraft operation, different speeds, based off of IAS, are used for 
analysis and are discussed in detail in Section 3.1. In the table  is the best-climb speed for 
shortest horizontal travel,  is best-climb speed for shortest time-to-climb,  is the stall 
speed,  is the maneuvering speed, and  is the cruise speed.  
  
Figure 2-6: A sketch in the POH showing the overall diminsions of the Diamond DA40. 
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Table 2-4: Selected data for DA40 
Engine weight, kg (lb) 136.1 (300) 
Power, kW (hp) 134.2 (180) 
Fuel Type 100 LL AvGas 
Total Fuel Quantity, L (gal) 156 (41.2) 
Wing Area, m2 (ft2) 13.24 (113.0) 
Aircraft Mass, kg (lb) 1150 (2535) 
Propeller Diameter, m (in) 1.8 (74.8) 
Aspect Ratio 10.5 
Horizontal Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 2.3 (25.2) 
Vertical Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 1.6 (17.2) 
Wetted Area, m2 (ft2) 63.0 (667.8) 
, m/s (KIAS) 55.6 (108) 
, m/s (KIAS) 34.5 (67) 
, m/s (KIAS) 34.5 (67) 
, m/s (KIAS) 26.8 (52) 
, m/s (KIAS) 56.6 (110) 
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2.3.2 Cessna 172
The second aircraft is the Cessna 172S Skyhawk  [29] and is a 4-seater single 
engine aircraft. The engine is a Lycoming IO-360-L2A rated at 134kW (180HP) [30] with a fixed 
pitch, 2-blade propeller. It is a high wing aircraft that is slower, and a much older design 
compared to the DA40 and SR22. Table 2-5 lists some relevant data of the aircraft.  
The C172 is a common plane used by general aviation pilots and by flight schools for training 
pilots where a large majority the training flight is staying close to an airport, and often flying in 
a traffic pattern performing airport operations practice. This plane was analyzed in this report 
due to its popularity.  
  
Figure 2-7: Sketch of Cessna 172S from POH showing overall dimensions and aircraft 
shape. 
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Table 2-5: Selected data for C172 
Engine mass, kg (lb) 136.1 (278)  
Power, kW (hp) 134.2 (180) 
Fuel Type 100 LL AvGas 
Total Fuel Quantity, L (gal) 212 (56) 
Wing Area, m2 (ft2) 16.2 (174) 
Aircraft Mass, kg (lb) 1156 (2548) 
Propeller Diameter, m (in) 1.9 (76) 
Aspect Ratio 7.48 
Horizontal Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 4.3 (46.2) 
Vertical Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 2.6 (28.0) 
Wetted Area, m2 (ft2) 78.4 (844.4) 
, m/s (KIAS) 54.0 (105) 
, m/s (KIAS) 38.1 (74) 
, m/s (KIAS) 28.8 (56) 
, m/s (KIAS) 27.3 (53) 





The third aircraft is Cirrus SR22 [31] which is also a 4-seater single engine aircraft. The engine is 
a Continental IO-550-N rated at 231kW (310HP) [32] with a constant speed, 3-blade propeller. 
The aircraft is a larger, more powerful airplane compared to the C172 and DA40, and some 
performance details are listed in Table 2-6.  
  
Figure 2-8: Sketch of Cirrus SR22 from POH showing overall dimensions and aircraft 
shape. 
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Table 2-6: Selected data for SR22 
Engine weight, kg (lb) 225 (496) 
Power, kW (hp) 231 (310) 
Fuel Type 100 LL AvGas 
Total Fuel Quantity, L (gal) 358.0 (94.5) 
Wing Area, m2 (ft2) 13.5 (145.2) 
Aircraft Mass, kg (lb) 1633 (3600) 
Propeller Diameter, cm (in) 198 (78) 
Aspect Ratio 10.1 
Horizontal Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 5.34 (57.5) 
Vertical Tail Area, m2 (ft2) 3.32 (35.7) 
Wetted Area, m2 (ft2) 61.8 (665.2) 
, m/s (KIAS) 55.6 (108) 
, m/s (KIAS) 55.6 (108) 
, m/s (KIAS) 45.3 (88) 
, m/s (KIAS) 38.1 (74) 
, m/s (KIAS) 77.2 (150) 
 
2.4 Batteries 
The next few sections will describe the major components used in the all-electric and hybrid-
electric variants. The first important component affecting the final weight of the aircraft is the 
battery pack made up of individual cells. The amount of energy stored in one of these cells, the 
cell density, is especially important for aircraft thus a suitable cell chemistry is a lithium-
polymer (LiPo) based cell. LiPo is readily available in the 18650-style cell. Basic properties of a 
Panasonic 18650 [33] cell are listed in Table 2-7, but other manufacturers of 18650-type battery 
cells will cite performance in a similar range. Battery technology is an evolving area and a 
potential differentiator between competitors in both the aviation industry and ground 
transportation industry.  
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Table 2-7: Stats for Panasonic NCR18650BD LiPo Battery Cell 
Voltage, V 3.6 
Capacity, mAh 2980 
Weight, g 49.5 
Length, mm 65.10 
Diameter, mm 18.25 
Power Density, Wh/kg 217 
 
2.5 Electric Motors 
In the all-electric and serial-hybrid variants, an electric motor replaces the existing gas engine to 
directly drive the propeller. Electric motors can be classified in two broad categories: 
alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) motors. AC motors can be further classified as 
synchronous and induction motors, while DC can be classified as brushed or brushless motors. 
AC or DC motors can use permeant magnets or electromagnets to operate.  A major decision 
for the system is to choose between an AC or DC motor. An AC motor will require an inverter to 
convert the battery
directly from the batteries without conversion.  One reason this report focuses on DC motors is 
the battery packs produce direct current, and conversion to AC is not needed. A second reason 
is that many of the AC motors found in product catalogs have insufficient power and high 
weight. The DC motors found provide performance metrics for existing products, and are listed 
in Table 2-8 and Table 2-9. These DC motors are permanent magnet, brushless motors with 
lower weights, in the desired power range, and desired RPM range.  
The motor properties listed are for three electric motor families made by three different 
manufacturers. Siemens motors are currently being used in Bye Aerospace and Pipistrel electric 
aircraft. (However, Siemens might be out the e-aircraft business now because they sold their 
property to Rolls-Royce at the end of 2019. The data listed in Table 2-8 is from 2018 and is still 
useful for obtaining a benchmark of existing electric motor properties [29].)  YASA [30] and 
MagniX [26] advertise electric motors being used in development aircraft or being advertised 
for aerospace applications. Both companies are also advertising motor controllers and this 
report assumes the weight is included in the power plant weight,  (Eq. 3-32), discussed 
later. 
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Motors specified in product catalogs have an operating voltage and a maximum load, and when 
multiplied together, result in the motor  power. The combination of voltage and amps 
correspond to a torque and a specific RPM. For an aircraft, propellers have a structural limit and 
lose efficiency at high rotational speeds.  speed limit, a gear 
reduction system is used to allow for a mismatch between engine/motor and the propeller.   
The voltage and current of the motor are factors that influence the number of battery cells. DC 
power sources, such as battery cells, add voltage when in series and add current when in 
parallel. Battery cells are rated in amp-hours (Ah) and are a measure of the amount of stored 
energy.  Amp-hours increase with the number of 
A single cell will produce a few amps and a few volts and linking battery cells together achieves 
the required voltage and amperage to operate the electric motor. 
Table 2-8: Siemens Electric Motors  
 SP70D SP55D SP260D SP200D 
Motor Volts, V 400 400 580 580 
Motor Max Power, kW (HP) 92 (123) 72 (97) 260 (347) 204 (274) 
Motor Cont. Power, kW (HP) 70 (94) 55 (74) 260 (347) 204 (274) 
Motor Max Torque, Nm 340 240 977 1500 
Motor Cont. Torque, Nm 260 180 1000 1500 
Motor, RPM 2600 3000 2500 1300 
Peak efficiency 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Weight, kg (lb) 26 (57) 26 (57) 50 (110) 49 (108) 
 
Table 2-9: Yasa and MagniX DC Electric Motors 
 YASA 400 YASA 750 magni250 
Motor Volts, V 700 350 or 700 -- 
Motor Max Power, kW (HP) 160 (215) 100 or 200 (134 or 268) -- 
Motor Cont. Power, kW (HP) 100 (134) 70 (94) 280 (375) 
Motor Max Torque, Nm -- -- -- 
Motor Cont. Torque, Nm -- -- 1407 
Motor, RPM 8000 3250 1900 
Peak efficiency 0.96 0.96 >0.93 
Weight, kg (lb) 24 (53) 37 (82) 71 (157) 
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2.6 Gas Engines 
The hybrid-electric variant uses a gas engine to generate electricity from onboard fuel. The 
power requirements for this engine are lower since the engine will receive supplemental power 
from the batteries for instances where the main electric motor needs full power. The power 
range required is available in existing light-sport aircraft engines, and these engines are already 
designed to be light-weight and fit in compact spaces. A list of existing engines are given in 
Table 2-10 and the weight and power data will be used in the model described in Section 3. 
[34 38] 
Table 2-10: Light-Sport Aircraft Engines  
Engine Weight, kg (lb)  Power, kW (hp) 
Jabiru 3300 81 (178) 89 (120) 
Rotax 503 UL 47 (103) 37 (50) 
Rotax 582 UL 49 (108) 48 (65) 
Rotax 912 A/F/UL 61 (134) 60 (81) 
Rotax 912 S/ULS 64 (141) 75 (100) 
Rotax 914 F/UL 76 (167) 86 (115) 
Power plant Dynamics Gemini 100 87 (191) 75 (100) 
Teledyne Continental O-200D 77 (170) 75 (100) 
Wilksch Airmotive WAM-100 119 (262) 75 (100) 
Wilksch Airmotive WAM-120 127 (280) 89 (120) 
 
2.7 Electricity Generators 
The hybrid system still needs a way to convert the mechanical energy from the generator 
engine into electricity, and an electricity generator will serve this function in the system 
diagram. An electric generator already exists on airplanes (and cars) today as an alternator, but 
an alternator is designed for low-power usage such as charging lead-acid batteries and 
powering onboard electronics. This means the power output is lower than needed for a hybrid-
electric system. A serial-hybrid system requires an electric generator that can provide larger 
amounts of power.  
For the purposes of estimating weight, an electric motor will be used as a starting point. An 
so a second electric motor in the 
system can convert the rotational mechanical energy from the generator engine into DC 
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current. This is how regenerative braking works in battery electric and hybrid vehicles; the 
motor stops using energy and instead converts some rotational energy of the wheels back into 
electrical energy and returned to the system. An interesting claim by Pipistrel is that pattern 
practice can regenerate up to 17% system energy by the main electric motor functioning as a 
windmill on descent [39].  
2.8 Other Power Draws 
The electric motor turning the propeller will be the primary component consuming power, but 
some power is needed for communications and avionics. Current avionics typically operate at 
around 24V instead of the minimum of 400V the electric motor will require. This report will not 
account for avionics power usage as it will be small compared to the electric motor and avionics 
packages can be different between aircraft families and individual aircraft of the exact same 
type.  
3 Calculation Framework 
This section outlines the model developed and used to estimate the performance of an aircraft, 
and relies significantly on the textbook, Aircraft Design: A Conceptual Approach by Daniel P. 
Raymer for relationships, general trends and some assumptions [16]. The performance 
calculations will be performed essentially two times with the first instance analyzing the aircraft 
using an average power-to-weight ratio of the electric motors and generator engines, to gain 
insight into general trends using currently available electric aircraft technology. A second 
iteration will be done by selecting a specific electric motor and generator engine to account for 
restrictions in current technology such as specific sizes of engines and motors.  
3.1 Note About Airspeeds, Atmosphere 
An IACO atmosphere is used for standard pressure and density values to calculate thrust and 
velocities. At a given altitude other than sea level, the aircraft s actual velocity changes relative 
to what is indicated inside the aircraft. There are four types of airspeeds often stated and are 
relevant to designers and pilots: Indicated airspeed (IAS), calibrated airspeed (CAS), equivalent 
airspeed (EAS), and true airspeed (TAS). Indicated airspeed is the speed that is displayed by the 
airspeed indicator on the instrument panel of the aircraft. Calibrated airspeed accounts any 
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inaccuracies in the IAS gage itself or in the pitot static system. Equivalent airspeed accounts for 
airspeed differences due to speed and the effect of air compressibility in the pitot tube. True 
airspeed is a function of EAS and accounts for air density differences between sea-level and a 
given altitude. The trend is that TAS is higher than IAS at higher altitudes and the difference 
increases as altitude increases.  
The velocities used in the following calculation are the TAS, but quoted airspeeds will be IAS 
since this is the speed indicated in the aircraft. The two will be clearly differentiated. IAS and 
CAS will be assumed to be the same, but calibration factors  POH. 
EAS can be determined from CAS using Eq. 3-1 and then TAS can be estimated with Eq. 3-2. The 
equation terms are defined as follows:  and  are pressure at a given altitude and sea-level 
pressure respectively,  and  are the air density at a given altitude and sea-level air density 
respectively,   is the Mach number,  is the speed of sound at a given altitude. 
  Eq. 3-1 
   
 With   
 And   




3.2 Estimating Aircraft Thrust, Drag, and Lift  
This section will describe the equations and any assumptions needed to determine the required 
thrust during the climb, cruise, and descent phases of flight. Climb will be the most power 
intensive stage, using 100% thrust and cruise will use a portion of the full thrust to maintain 
level flight. Descent will have the benefit of converting potential energy (altitude) into forward 
movement (velocity), meaning the cruise speed can be maintained with even less thrust. 
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Thrust, drag, lift and weight are four forces acting on an aircraft while in flight and need to be 
determined before calculating power requirements. A free-body diagram in Figure 3-1 shows an 
aircraft in an arbitrary orientation with axes designated as follows: x denotes the longitudinal 
axis of the aircraft and the y axis is perpendicular to the x axis. 
pitch angle ( ) and referred to as the climb angle or descent angle depending on the phase. 
Thrust ( ) is generated by the propulsion system, in the same direction as the velocity, and 
opposed by drag and in the opposite direction. Lift ( ) is always perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft since it is generated by the wings and is mostly opposed by 
Weight ( ) which is always pointing towards the Earth, opposite to the  direction. 
 
Summation of all the forces leads to Eq. 3-3 and Eq. 3-4. 
  Eq. 3-3 
  Eq. 3-4 
Figure 3-1: Free body diagram of an aircraft at some arbitrary flight orientation. 
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During a steady climb, the aircraft is traveling at a constant speed and a constant climb angle
which means the sum of the forces equals zero and Eq. 3-3 and Eq. 3-4 can be rearranged to 
determine thrust and lift in Eq. 3-5 and Eq. 3-6. 
  Eq. 3-5 
  Eq. 3-6 
Weight is the max gross weight of the aircraft, the worst-case scenario for thrust requirements, 
and any aircraft at a lower gross weight can climb faster with equivalent amounts of thrust. 
Weight is simply the mass of the aircraft multiplied by the acceleration of gravity. Drag is 
calculated using Eq. 3-7 and is a function of air density (  , velocity ( , surface area (  and 
the drag coefficient ( ). The drag coefficient requires more explanation and is described in 
the following paragraphs. 
  Eq. 3-7 
 
The drag force, specifically the drag coefficient, has two main components: parasite drag and 
induced drag. Parasite drag is the drag associated with skin friction and other components 
which do not strongly correlate with lift (e.g. drag around the fuselage, landing gear, struts). 
Induced drag is a drag caused by the wings generating lift and it is a function of the coefficient 
of lift. Eq. 3-8 approximates the induced drag, which relates the suction force (  along the 
leading edge and surface of the airfoil k ( ). The airflow over the 
, and is 
represented by the K factor in Eq. 3-9. When  is larger than , the airfoil is generating 
turbulent airflow and causing more drag. In steady flight, values between 0.85 and 0.95 will be 
used. [16] 
 
  Eq. 3-8 
  Eq. 3-9 
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The term, , is the coefficient of lift for a 3D airfoil and  is the slope of the  vs angle-of-
attack curve for a given wing. The coefficient of lift for a 3D airfoil at any angle of attack is a 
 slope, , and calculated using Eq. 3-10.   is 
available in charts that show how the coefficient of lift changes depending on the angle of 
attack.  Referencing airfoil data curves for each aircraft,  is chosen at 10 degrees angle of 
attack [40 42]. To simplify the analysis and due to the difficultly in determining the angle of 
attack at level flight, angle of attack is going to be the same as climb angle. For the purposes of 
this report, this will be a sufficient estimate.  
  Eq. 3-10 
  Eq. 3-11 
  Eq. 3-12 
The other drag component, parasite drag, , can be estimated with Eq. 3-13 where  is a 
constant that changes depending on the class of aircraft. For a general aviation aircraft 
 [16]. Eq. 3-13 provides a sufficient estimate for this report without going into detail 
analyzing the drag created by various components of the aircraft.  
  Eq. 3-13 
 
The terms  and  are the wetted surface area and the wing reference surface area, 
which are listed in Table 2-4, Table 2-5, and Table 2-6. The wing and tail areas in the tables are 
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areas in a 2D plane and not the surface areas, thus the surface area is obtained by doubling the 
area to account for a top and bottom surface. Adding all surface areas, including wing surface 
area, tail surface area, and fuselage area, together result in  while the surface area of only 
the wing is .
With both drag coefficient components, the overall drag coefficient is  and 
used to calculate drag with Eq. 3-7. Now that drag is known, thrust can be calculated as well. 
The next step determines required power output and the process is explained in 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
 
3.2.1 Propeller Analysis 
Two methods can be used to relate thrust to engine power. Raymer presents and claims Eq. 
3-14 is sufficient to determine power requirements from the required thrust while the alternate 
method, actuator disk theory, is more appropriate for propeller designers instead of actual 
engine selection for an aircraft. Actuator disk theory is outlined in 3.2.2 for completeness, but 
power requirements and performance characteristics will be based on the power relationship in 
this section [16].  
With thrust determined, power required by the engine can be calculated using Eq. 3-14 where 
the propeller efficiency, , accounts for the losses of energy due to propeller design and any 







3.2.2 Actuator Disk Method
Actuator disk theory is representing a propeller increases air spread after 
air passes through the disk and the force required to accelerate the air is the thrust. Incoming 
air velocity continuously increases before the disk and increases more behind the actuator disk 
while the pressure decreases before the propeller, reaches a discontinuity, then decreases 
behind the propeller, as illustrated in Figure 3-3.  
Half of the total velocity change,  , occurs on each side of the actuator disk, and the pressure 
immediately before and after the disk lead to equation Eq. 3-15.  
  Eq. 3-15 
equation (Eq. 3-16) for fluid flow must equal rate of change of momentum for the 
control volume that the disk is acting on. The terms  together represent the mass flowrate of 
the air through the actuator disk where  is air density and  is the flow rate.  
  Eq. 3-16 
Eq. 3-17) and defining the pressure up stream ( ) and down stream 
( ), 
  Eq. 3-17 
and picking a point upstream with velocity  and a point downstream the disk where 
, written as  and 






rewriting the equation for produces Eq. 3-18. ( is the elevation change of the fluid, but 
since the slipstream is straight, .) 
  Eq. 3-18 
Setting Eq. 3-15 and Eq. 3-16 equal and solving for  allows for the expression  
 when combined with Eq. 3-18 . Solving for , results in Eq. 3-19. 
  Eq. 3-19 
Eq. 3-16 can be updated by inserting Eq. 3-19. 
  Eq. 3-20 
Eq. 3-20 is the amount of thrust needed to speed up the air in the slipstream and is the thrust 
that the propeller needs to produce. To estimate the power, , that is generated by the 
thrust 
  Eq. 3-21 
The power exerted by the actuator disk, , is half of the total  between the airspeed and 
exhaust velocity and multiplied by the thrust.  
  Eq. 3-22 
 





A sustained climb requires the most power since an aircraft at a designated climb angle  is 
acting against both gravity and drag. Weight is the x-direction component, and drag, operating 
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opposite thrust, is a function of the climb speed. The vertical component of the climb speed, 
the vertical velocity, is another useful parameter for performance comparisons because it 
indicates how long the aircraft will spend ascending to a desired altitude.    
3.2.4 Cruise 
At cruise, the free-body equations simplify to  and .  speed is 
faster than in the climb phase, power will be a fraction of the full throttle due to less air 
resistance and the horizontal weight component equal to zero. The desired cruise altitude used 
for analysis is 2438m (8000ft).  
3.2.5 Descent 
The descent phase of the flight is where the aircraft is still flying at cruising speed but is 
descending from the cruise altitude to the desired destination. Descent is modeled as a 
controlled vertical velocity, represented by a negative value, and is a simple sine relationship to 




The thrust needed to maintain a desired indicated airspeed can be determined again using Eq. 
3-5 but with a negative , subtracting the horizontal weight component from the drag force, 
reducing the needed thrust. Since weight is a large factor in many of these equations, 
estimating weight of the aircraft and of the power plant is discussed next.  
3.3 Weight Estimation 
A typical weight profile for the aircraft (at its current rated maximum weight) is listed Table 3-1. 
In every POH, there is a weight and balance section, specifically intended for a pilot to correctly 
load the aircraft. One of the line items is the Basic Empty Weight (BEW) and is essentially 
, but the pilot has control over fuel, passengers, and cargo. 
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Table 3-1: Example of a Typical Weight Breakdown 
Component Mass, kg (lb) 
BEW 900 (1984) 
Usable Fuel 76 (168) 
Pilot and Front Seat Passenger 150 (331) 
Rear Seat Passengers 145 (320) 
Cargo 7 (17) 
Total 1310 (2888) 
Fuel weight can be estimated as 6lbs for every gallon of AvGas, and is consumed during flight, 
converted into mechanical energy, heat, and gaseous combustion products by the gas engine. 
The net effect is the weight reduces as the motor is operating. In contrast, an all-electric aircraft 
with batteries does not change weight throughout flight because energy is produced with the 
movement of electrons inside the batteries, but this mass does not leave the aircraft. A hybrid 
aircraft is a combination of the two systems. Some mass loss will occur due to fuel 
consumption, but the effect will be less pronounced due to the fixed battery mass and less 
onboard fuel. 
3.3.1 Basic Empty Weight 
Basic Empty Weight is the standard aircraft weight that includes hydraulic fluid, unusable fuel, 
cooling and lubricating oil, and optional equipment that is not intended to be removed 
between flights [43]. The max gross weight is the maximum weight an aircraft can have at 
takeoff and is the limit to the sum of the BEW, pilot and passengers, fuel, and cargo. 
The following equations and variables are taken directly from Aircraft Design: A Conceptual 
Approach [16] and are statically-derived equations based on historical and existing aircraft. 
These equations help to describe and estimate individual components of existing aircraft and 























  Eq. 3-31 
  Eq. 3-32 
  Eq. 3-33 
  Eq. 3-34 
  Eq. 3-35 
  Eq. 3-36 
  Eq. 3-37 
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  Eq. 3-38






 = aspect ratio 
 = wingspan, ft 
 = fuselage structural depth 
 = 0.05 for low subsonic with hydraulics for brakes and retracts only 
 = fuselage structural length, ft 
 = extended length of main landing gear, in 
 = tail length; wing quarter-MAC to tail quarter-MAC, ft 
 = Mach number (design maximum) 
 = cabin pressure differential, typically 8psi 
 = fuselage area, ft2 
 = horizontal tail area, ft2 
 = vertical tail area, ft2 
 = trapezoidal wing area, ft2 
 = integral tanks volume, gal 
 = volume of pressurized section 
 = engine weight, lb 
  = number of fuel tanks 
  = total fuel volume, gal 
 = weight of fuel in wing, if zero ignore, lb 
 = flight design gross weight, lb 
 = landing design gross weight, lb 
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= weight penalty due to pressurization. 
 = uninstalled avionics weight, lb (typically = 800 to 1400lb), see Table 11.6 in [16] 
 = horizontal tail height above fuselage 
 = vertical tail height above fuselage 
 = 0 for conventional tail, 1.0 for T tail 
 = sweep angle 
 = 0, horizontal tail sweep angle 
= 0, vertical tail sweep angle 
 = dynamic pressure at cruise 
 = taper ratio 
 = taper ratio for tail 
 = taper ratio (for vert tail if less than 0.2, use 0.2) 
 = thickness to chord ratio, use average 
 = number of engines (total for aircraft) 
 = ultimate landing load factor =  x 1.5 
 = number of personnel onboard (crew and passengers) 
 = ultimate load factor, = 1.5 x limit load factor 
3.3.2 Electric Motor Weight and Generator Motor Weight 
In Section 3.3.1,  estimates the weight of the engine, the propeller, and any additional 
components that incorporate the propulsions system into the airplane.  is a function of  
and is different for each variant. In the gas variant,  is the dry weight of the engine by itself. 
In the all-electric variant  is the dry weight of the electric motor by itself. In the serial-hybrid 
variant  is the dry weight of the electric motor, electric generator, and the generator engine 
added together. (Reference Table 2-4, Table 2-5, and Table 2-6 for engine-only weights.) 
To estimate the serial hybrid motor system weight, first we determine the generator engine  
( ), power output by dividing the required power by the total system efficiency (  from 
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the output of the power source to the output shaft of the main motor, which is found by 
multiplying . For example, the efficiency of the serial-hybrid system is the efficiencies of arrows 
3&5&6, and 7 multiplied together.   
  Eq. 3-41 
Since power generated will not sustain full-power climb, the engine will be sized to sustain level 
flight at a given cruise speed. To achieve full thrust, a combination of batteries and generator 
engine will provide the required power for a full throttle climb.   
Using the engine data listed in Table 2-10 ( ), in units of weight per 
power, can be determined and when multiplied by  provides the hybrid generator engine 
weight, , which can be calculated using Eq. 3-42.  
  Eq. 3-42 
Referencing Figure 2-5, there is one gas engine and two electric motors with one electric motor 
rotating the propeller while the second functions as a generator that converts the rotational 
output from the generator engine into electricity.  is sized for max power of the generator 
engine and  is sized for propeller power requirements.  
Adding everything together,  provides the weight of all three motors together and when 
used in Eq. 3-32, produces an estimated power plant weight, which is assumed to be a 
sufficient estimate for the hybrid and all-electric systems.  A possible benefit of an electric 
engine is a direct connection to the propeller and less mounting hardware to support he 
engine, which will reduce the BEW of both the all-electric variant and the serial-hybrid. 
However, for the serial hybrid there will be two additional motors/engines that need to be 
connected and mounted in the aircraft, adding to the BEW.  
  Eq. 3-43 
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In order to determine an exact size or motor, motor data in Table 2-8 and Table 2-9 were 
averaged together to get an approximate power-per-mass number. This number was then 
the engine weight. 
3.3.3 Battery Mass Fraction 
Eq. 3-44 is an estimate for the battery pack weight at different phases of flight and is 
dependent on the power density ( ) of the cell, motor run time ( ), and power draw ( ) 
during that phase [16]. Battery cell is data listed in Table 2-7. 
  Eq. 3-44 
 
4 Results and Discussion 
Aircraft performance results are presented in this section and show how the model is predicting 
the performance of the three types of aircraft during the main portions of a flight. Then, weight 
allocation of each  components is presented in two sets of results: a baseline version 
and a fixed-parameter version. The baseline results allow system components to change based 
on power needs and provides an initial indication of a . The fixed parameter 
version investigates the serial-hybrid system in more detail by fixing the power plant  
generator engine weight and generator engine power output. The flight profiles described in 
Figure 2-1 Figure 2-2 are discussed using the model results and exploring the trade-offs of each 
variant. Lastly, battery recharging during flight and on the ground is discussed.  
4.1 Climb Performance Results 
Climb performance results as the aircraft ascends from sea-level to 2438 m (8000 ft)  are shown 
in Table 4-1, Table 4-2, and Table 4-3. Climb performance is influenced by max gross weight and 
the power output of the aircraft engine, but the method of power generation does not 
influence climb performance. During the ascent, CAS is constant while TAS increases as the 
altitude increases due to decreasing atmospheric density, while the vertical velocity decreases 
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due to less thrust and lift generated by the propeller and wings at higher altitudes. Compared 
to the POH values for each aircraft, the reduction in climb is less than the published values, but 
the total time-in-climb is in line with the quoted time-in-climb numbers in  POH.  
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(885.8) 4.1 8.4 
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4.2 Cruise Performance Results 
The cruise phase is considered next with Table 4-4 showing performance results of each gas 
variant. The fuel used and the time-in-cruise describe how long the aircraft can fly before the 
fuel is completely consumed. Fuel consumption is in units of volume per hour, where a lower 
value means the engine is more efficient at converting the fuel into usable power. Flight time 
for the all-electric and serial-hybrid configurations will be discussed later, but flight time is 
reduced for these variants.  
Table 4-4: Cruise Performance (existing aircraft, gas variant) 
 DA40 C172 SR22 




















Thrust, N 1113.90 1452.90 1844.50 








Time in Cruise, hr 5.64 5.31 6.08 











4.3 Descent Performance Results 
Descent is the next phase with the performance results shown in Table 4-5, Table 4-6, and 
Table 4-7 for each aircraft, descending from2438m (8000 ft) to sea-level. As specified, the 
descent rate is constant, and the CAS is constant. However, the calculated power required 
changes with the altitude, decreasing at lower altitudes, and is due to the wings generating 
more lift and the propeller producing more thrust as a result of the denser atmosphere. The 
total descent time is 23.2 minutes and will be useful later when total flight time is discussed. 
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4.4 Weight Results 
Three portions of an aircraft  weight are important for comparisons: Basic Empty Weight; the 
total aircraft weight, with fuel, but without crew or cargo; and the weight difference between 
total aircraft weight, with fuel and the max gross weight.  These weights are included in Table 
4-8, Table 4-9, and Table 4-10 along with detailed component weights that were estimated 
using the equations in Section 3.3.1. Many of these individual component weights remain 
mostly constant between each variant of an aircraft, however, the individual components that 
change significantly include fuel weight (due to smaller or non-existent fuel tanks), and power 
plant weight. Battery pack weight and fuel weight are separate line items that change between 
variants and are grouped into the final total weight of the aircraft, without cargo or crew. (The 
in this report will include co-pilot 
and passengers
90 kg (198 lb) 78 kg (171 lb) [44].)  
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In the baseline and fixed result tables, the descent phase is ignored and only the climb and 
cruise phases are considered in the weight-sizing results. This is primarily due to the climb 
phase requiring large amount of power compared to the other phases and because the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) specifies flight time based only on cruise. Power needed in 
descent, as shown in the previous tables, is typically less demanding than cruise, which means 
time in the cruise phase can be substituted  to account for the descent phase. In addition, 
manufacturer documentation typically only lists climb performance and aircraft flight times in 
the cruise configuration.  
4.4.1 Baseline Weight Analysis 
Baseline weight results are presented in Table 4-8, Table 4-9, and Table 4-10 and assume that 
any size of electric generator engine is available and that the generator engine can sustain the 
aircraft in cruise without additional power from a battery pack. The batteries only supplement 
the engine when the electric motor requires maximum power output during the climb phase of 
the flight.  
The total installed power plant weight is classified in different categories depending on the 
aircraft variant, but the miscellaneous weight is simply the weight not accounted for in the dry 
engine weight, and includes mounting hardware, add-on components, and the propeller. Also, 
all weights were calculated and listed in pounds because the statistical equations in section 
3.3.1 are based on data measured in pounds.  
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Table 4-8: DA40 Variant Weights, Baseline 
 Gas Electric Serial-Hybrid 
Component Weight (lb) Weight (lb) Weight (lb) 
Wing 335 329 334 
Horizontal Tail 27 27 27 
Vertical Tail 44 44 44 
Fuselage 157 157 157 
Main Landing Gear 162 162 162 




Electric Motor -- 88 87 
Main Gas Engine 300 -- -- 
Generator Engine -- -- 224 
Electric Generator -- -- 58 
Misc. Engine Weight 195 55 272 
System Total (Eq. 3-32) 495 143 641 
Avionics 79 79 79 
Fuel System 38 0 10 
Flight Controls 47 47 47 
Hydraulics 14 14 14 
Electrical 143 117 125 
Furnishings 83 83 83 
Total Weight 1667 1245 1766 
POH Stated BEW 1620 1620 1620 
 
Battery Pack Weight Climb 0 283 123 
Battery Pack Weight Cruise 0 989 0 
Battery Pack Weight Descent 0 0 0 
Fuel Weight 247 0 60 
Fuel Volume (gal)  41.2 0 10  
Weight (without cargo, 
crew/passengers) 1914 2517 1927 
Aircraft max gross 2535 2535 2535 




Table 4-9: C172 Variant Weights, Baseline 
 Gas Electric Serial-Hybrid 
Component Weight (lb) Weight (lb) Weight (lb) 
Wing 361 354 359 
Horizontal Tail 52 52 52 
Vertical Tail 61 61 61 
Fuselage 237 237 237 
Main Landing Gear 163 163 163 




Electric Motor -- 88 88 
Main Gas Engine 300 -- -- 
Generator Engine -- -- 331 
Electric Generator -- -- 77 
Misc. Engine Weight 195 55 291 
System Total (Eq. 
3-32) 495 143 787 
Avionics 81 81 81 
Fuel System 47 0 10 
Flight Controls 48 48 48 
Hydraulics 14 14 14 
Electrical 149 118 125 
Furnishings 83 83 83 
Total Weight 1835 1397 2063 
POH Stated BEW 1653 1653 1653 
 
Battery Pack Weight Climb 0 406 54 
Battery Pack Weight Cruise 0 1305 0 
Battery Pack Weight Descent 0 0 0 
Fuel Weight 336 0 60 
Fuel Volume (gal)  56 0 10 
Weight (without cargo, 
crew/passengers) 2171 3109 2178 
Aircraft max gross 2549 2549 2549 




Table 4-10: SR22 Variant Weights, Baseline 
 Gas Electric Serial-Hybrid 
Component Weight (lb) Weight (lb) Weight (lb) 
Wing 180 176 178 
Horizontal Tail 25 25 25 
Vertical Tail 13 13 13 
Fuselage 400 400 400 
Main Landing Gear 212 212 212 




Electric Motor -- 151 151 
Main Gas Engine 496 -- -- 
Generator Engine -- -- 491 
Electric Generator -- -- 131 
Misc. Engine Weight 291 110 523 
System Total (Eq. 
3-32) 787 263 1292 
Avionics 101 101 101 
Fuel System 69 0 8 
Flight Controls 61 61 61 
Hydraulics 18 18 18 
Electrical 173 132 138 
Furnishings 145 145 145 
Total Weight 2236 1479 2644 
POH Stated BEW 2100 2100 2100 
 
Battery Pack Weight Climb 0 483 68 
Battery Pack Weight Cruise 0 2231 0 
Battery Pack Weight Descent 0 732 0 
Fuel Weight 567 0 60 
Fuel Volume (gal)  94.5 0 10 
Weight (without cargo, 
crew/passengers) 2803 4193 2772 
Aircraft max gross 3600 3600 3600 
Available crew/passengers, cargo 797 Overweight 828 
 
The baseline results provide insight into the feasibility of all-electric and serial-hybrid variants of 
existing aircraft. First, these results show that the all-electric variation will struggle to replicate 
the performance of the existing aircraft for all three aircraft models primarily due to the high 
battery weight. An overweight aircraft affects take-off and climb performance, the balance and 
stability, and an overweight aircraft means the wings are insufficient for generating the lift 
needed for safe flight.  
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To reduce the battery weight the all-electric variant will need to travel at a slower speed to 
achieve one hour of flight time. Using the SR22 as an example, flying at 150 KIAS requires a 
large amount of energy or a large battery pack weight. Reducing the cruise speed to 130 KIAS 
instead means the battery back needs to weigh 701 kg (1546 lb), putting the weight of the 
aircraft, without crew or cargo, at 1591 kg (3508 lb). There is still not enough space for one 
average-weight adult to occupy the aircraft, so the speed will need to be reduced more, but the 
reduction illustrates the strong effect speed has on energy requirements, and therefore battery 
pack weight requirements. The trade-off for an all-electric version of an existing aircraft is that 
speed and range will be reduced in order to operate an all-electric propulsion system. This 
trade-off is present in the Panthera aircraft by Pipistrel (Table 1-1), whose projected 
performance, such as the cruise speed, decreases when compared to the hybrid and gas 
variants.   
Furthermore, the serial-hybrid BEW is heavier compared to the gas variant BEW due to the 
added components to the propulsion system and a higher BEW reduces weight available for use 
by energy storage, crew, or cargo. The serial-hybrid presented in Table 4-8 contains enough 
energy to sustain approximately 1 hour of flight time due to the assumption that the aircraft is 
only carrying 37.9 (10 gal) of fuel. For the baseline results, adding fuel capacity will marginally 
increase the BEW while increasing the total flight time of the aircraft, but this only works up to 
the max gross weight limit and the amount of crew and cargo that needs to be on the aircraft. 
Determining the flight time that the serial-hybrid can achieve will require knowing more details 
about the generator engine that is used and the rate of fuel consumption. These details are 
known when a specific engine is selected for the generator engine. 
4.4.2 Fixed Engine Analysis 
Based on the baseline results, the DA40 is the most promising aircraft model for a serial-hybrid 
conversion, and the same calculation will be repeated, but now selecting specific electric motor 
and gas engine models. The fixed weight for all the components also means there is a maximum 
amount of power available from the electric motors and generator engine. This is different 
from the baseline version where the weight and available generator power scaled with 
performance requirements.  
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The engine selected is the Rotax 912 S/ULS [45] because it has detailed technical data sheets 
available and is representative of the selection of engines in Table 2-10. Its stats are a maximum 
power output of 74.6 kW (100 hp), weighs 64 kg (141 lb), and consumes 26.5 L (7 gal) of fuel at 
maximum power.  
Table 4-11 presents these results and compares them to the serial-hybrid system of Table 4-8. 
Looking at the power required to sustain a cruise speed of 110 KIAS an additional battery pack 
is needed to supplement the power needed by the main electric motor since the generator 
engine can only provide up to 74.6 kW. The additional battery is listed as Battery Pack Weight 
Cruise (Table 4-11), and sized to operate as long as the generator engine is operating and 
supplementing the power produced as needed.  
4.5 Flight Time Analysis 
aircraft can fly until absolutely zero fuel and, 
battery energy is available. The total time (at cruise) is 1.3 hours. While this provides an 
absolute endurance of the aircraft, the question remains: What would a flight look like for this 
variant? Power consumption and weight fraction is a given during the climb phase because the 
battery pack is sized specifically to ensure enough power is available to climb to the cruise 
altitude. In addition to the battery pack, the generator engine consumes 4.2 L (1.1gal) of fuel 
during the climb phase. The descent phase requires 23 min to descend at 1.8 mps (354.3 fpm) 
down to sea-level using a power setting less than the power required during the cruise phase at 
the same CAS. The maximum power used is 63.7 kW (85.4 hp) and correlates to approximately 
4600 rpm on the generator engine, consuming 16.1 L/hr (4.25 gal/hr), or 6.8 L (1.8 gal) of fuel 
total. With the climb and descent phases accounted for, the remaining fuel available for the 
cruise phase is 26.9 L (7.1 gal) and the Rotax engines consumes fuel at 26.5 L/hr (7 gal/hr) 
allowing for approximately 1 hour of flight time. Table 4-12 summarizes fuel consumption and 
flight time.  
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Component Weight (lb) Weight (lb) 
Wing 334 333 
Horizontal Tail 27 26 
Vertical Tail 44 43 
Fuselage 157 150 
Main Landing Gear 162 162 




Electric Motor 87 108 
Generator Engine 224 141 
Electric Generator 58 53 
Misc. Engine Weight 272 196 
System Total (Eq. 3-32) 641 498 
Avionics 79 79 
Fuel System 10 10 
Flight Controls 47 47 
Hydraulics 14 14 
Electrical 125 125 
Furnishings 83 83 
BEW Weight 1766 1623 
POH Stated BEW 1620 1620 
Battery Pack Weight Climb 101 149 
Battery Pack Weight Cruise 0 53 
Battery Pack Weight Descent 0 0 
Fuel Weight 60 60 
Fuel Volume (gal) 10 10 
Weight (without cargo, 
crew/passengers) 1927 1859 
Aircraft max gross 2535 2535 
Available crew/passengers, cargo 608 676 
 
Table 4-12: Breakdown of Flight Time and Fuel Consumption Serial-Hybrid DA40 
 Climb Phase Cruise Phase Descent Phase 
Flight Time, min (hr) 9.4 (0.16) 60.8 (1.01) 23 (0.38) 
Fuel Consumed, L (gal) 4.2 (1.1) 26.9 (7.1) 6.8 (1.8) 
Fuel Consumption Rate, L/hr (gal/hr) 26.5 (7) 26.5 (7) 16 (4.25) 
Generator Engine RPM [max rpm is 5800] 5800 5800 4600 
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The FAA requires that any GA aircraft land with 30 min of flight-time-at-cruise available as 
reserve and this corresponds to 13.2 L (3.5 gal) of fuel. The remaining fuel that is not consumed 
in the climb phase, during the descent phase, and saved for the reserve corresponds to 30.8 
minutes. This means, the total flight time using the fixed engine system, is the sum of the climb 
phase (9.4 min), the cruise phase (30.8 min), and descent phase (23 min) for 63.3 minutes or 
1.1 hours.  
Table 4-13 compares the performance of all the DA40 variants discussed and allows more 
conclusions to be seen. The gas variant has the longest range with the ability to fly for 4.9 hours 
at cruise consuming fuel at around 30.3 L/hr (8 gal/hr). The serial-hybrid can fly for 
approximately 1 hour and the all-electric can fly for 1 hour at cruise. In the climb phase, the gas 
variant will consume 6.4 L (1.7 gal) of fuel while the serial-hybrid will consume 4.2 L (1.1 gal) of 
fuel and is a decrease of 35%. (The DA40 is already an efficient aircraft, which means at 
equivalent airspeeds, both aircraft consume similar amounts of fuel.) 
The serial-hybrid variant has the flexibility to increase flight time by adding fuel tank volume, 
however, the tanks are limited to a volume that corresponds to approximately 2 hours of flight. 
After this limit, a single crew member cannot fit inside the aircraft.  Figure 4-1 is a graph 
showing the relationship of fuel volume to aircraft weight without crew or cargo. 
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Table 4-13: DA40 Variant Performance Comparison 




























TAS, m/s (kts) 63.8 (127) 63.8 (127) 63.8 (127) 63.8 (127) 
Thrust, N 1113.9 1113.9 1113.9 1113.9 
Power in by motor, kW (hp) 89 (119) 89 (119) 89 (119) 89 (119) 
Time to Climb, min (hr) 9.3 (5.6) 9.3 (1) 9.3 (1.3) 9.3 (1.3) 
Fuel Used Climb, L (gal) 6.4 (1.7) 0 4.2 (1.1) 4.2 (1.1) 





-  0.0 2.0 0 1.5 
 
4.6 Serial-Hybrid Discussion 
A serial-  
traditional gas aircraft  it is unable to fly as far and for as long as the gas variant. It will use less 
fuel to achieve that flight time, but it is limited by the energy storage onboard since battery 
Figure 4-1: Fuel volume to weight relationship of a serial-hybrid system. The red line represents the 
max gross weight (MGW), and the orange line is the max gross weight minus the weight of a pilot. The 
blue line is the total aircraft weight without crew or cargo.  
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packs have a lower energy content per unit weight than gasoline. The feasibility of a serial-
hybrid variation of an existing aircraft thus depends on the intended use case for the aircraft. 
A use case for a hybrid aircraft is in short distance flights and in training environments where 
these flights are only for short periods and often in the immediate vicinity of the airport. A 
attern (see Figure 2-1). The flight 
consists of takeoff, a steady climb to 304.8 m (1000 ft), flying parallel to the runway in the 
opposite direction of take-off, then descent, and landing. To climb to 304.8 m (1000 ft), Table 
4-1 says 1 minute is needed to climb to 305 m (1000 ft) requiring a throttle setting of 134.2 kW 
(180 hp). Plugging that into Eq. 3-44, with a system efficiency 0.864, the total battery weight 
needed for the climb is 12.7 kg (28.0 lb). The power density of a lithium-polymer cell (listed in 
Table 2-7) is 217 Wh/kg, and means 2.75 kWh of capacity is needed. Battery pack capacity for a 
2438 m (8000 ft) climb is 14.7 kWh, and so 5.3 take-offs to 305 m (1000 ft) could be done. 
Additional analysis is needed to determine the flight duration of a serial-hybrid aircraft flying an 
 as aircraft tend to fly slower overall or spend more time on the ground, 
and means there is less demand for energy from the generator engine. There is the possibility 
of recharging batteries since full power is not required from the generator engine.  
Section 4.5 examined the flight time of a fixed engine-size DA40 following the mission profile in 
Figure 2-2. However, to better illustrate the trade-offs of using a serial-hybrid and the gas 
baseline, each aircraft will now perform a flight described in Figure 2-2 between two airports 
556 km (300 NM) apart. First looking at the gas variant, the aircraft will take-off and climb from 
airport A, use 6.4 L (1.7 gal) and travel 18.5 km (9.9 NM). Descent from cruising altitude the 
aircraft will use 10.9 L (2.9 gal) of fuel and travel 84.2 km (45.5 NM). This leaves 416.0 km 
(224.6 NM) to travel in the cruise phase, which requires 1.93 hours to complete, and the 
aircraft will consume 71.5 L (18.9 gal). The total fuel consumption during the flight is 80.0 L 
(23.5 gal) and duration of the flight is 2.46 hours.  
A serial-hybrid performing this flight will be different since intermediate stops between airport 
A and airport B are needed to recharge and refuel. In the climb phase it will consume 4.2 L (1.1 
gal) of fuel and travel 18.5 km (9.9 NM). In the descent phase the aircraft will travel 84.2 km 
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(45.5 NM) and it will consume 6.8 L (1.8 gal) of fuel, which is assuming that the system is not 
charging the batteries. As with the gas-variant, 416.0 km (224.6 NM) are left to travel, but the 
serial-hybrid can only travel in the cruise phase for 30 minutes in order to land with 30 minutes 
flight time reserve. Traveling at 204 km/h (110 kts), the aircraft can travel 204 km (55 NM) and 
will consume 13.2 L (3.5 gal) of fuel. The total distance the aircraft traveled is 204.5 km (110.4 
NM) and will have to stop at two interim airports before reaching the destination. The final 
cruise phase requires only 44.1 km (23.8 NM) of travel and uses 5.7 L (1.5 gal) of fuel. The 
aircraft will need to recharge on the ground and this can be achieved either using the generator 
engine or through an electrical connection. Assuming the aircraft generator recharges the 
batteries, an additional 15 L (4 gal) of fuel is needed. Total fuel usage, distance traveled, and 
Time En-Route is listed and totaled in Table 4-14. The serial-hybrid uses 10% less fuel than the 
gas-variant and requires 51% more time.  
Table 4-14: Serial-Hybrid Totals from Airport A to Airport B.  
  Fuel, L (gal) Distance Traveled, km (NM) Time En-Route, hr 
Flight Phase 
Climb 1 4.1 (1.1) 18.3 (9.9) 0.1 
Cruise 1 13.2 (3.5) 101.9 (55.0) 0.5 
Descent 1 6.8 (1.8) 84.3 (45.5) 0.4 
Charging 8.2 (2.0) - 1.0 
Climb 2 4.1 (1.1) 18.3 (9.9) 0.1 
Cruise 2 13.2 (3.5) 101.5 (55.0) 0.5 
Descent 2 6.8 (1.8) 84.3 (45.5) 0.4 
Charging 8.2 (2.0) - 1.0 
Climb 3 4.1 (1.1) 18.3 (9.9) 0.1 
Cruise 3 5.7 (1.5) 44.1 (23.8) 0.2 
Descent 3 6.8 (1.8) 84.3 (45.5) 0.4 
Totals 80.3 (21.2) 556 (300) 4.80 
 
4.7 Battery Recharging 
Total travel time could be reduced if the generator engine operates with more power than is 
needed to sustain the descent portion of the flight. However, as the system is modeled the 
serial-hybrid system does not allow for inflight recharging during the cruise phase, and can only 
occur if the generator engine produces more power than needed by the main electric motor to 
sustain level flight. The C-rate describes the speed of discharge or charge of a battery pack 
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where C-rate = 1 means the battery pack is discharged or charged in 1 hour. The total battery 
pack weight for the fixed power plant-weight DA40 is 91.6 kg (202 lb) and corresponds to a 
power capacity of 19.9 kWh. Since the system voltage is 400 V (dictated by the electric motor), 
the battery capacity can be expressed as 49.7 Ah as well. In order for the generator engine to 
sufficiently recharge the battery pack, it would need to supply 49.7 A or 19.9 kW to the battery 
in addition to the power to sustain straight and level flight. A larger engine means a larger BEW, 
which reduces the amount of crew, cargo, or energy storage, or a combination of the three.  
Using ground charging stations for electric road vehicles as a 
quoting 24kW to 50kW of power supply [46]. A C-rate faster than 1 hour is possible, but battery 
life and thermal control become larger concerns at faster charge rates. However, the hybrid 
aircraft does have the ability to charge the battery pack while on the ground because the 
generator engine can operate and provide power. The generator engine only needs to supply 
19.9kW (26.7 hp) and has the ability to provide 74.6kW (100 hp) at full power. 19.9 kW (26.7 
hp) is on the low end of the engine  which consumes approximately 7.6 L/hr (2 
gal/hr). At least one hour is needed to recharge the batteries (at C-rate = 1) and will need at 
least 7.6 L (2 gal) of fuel. The airplane can then be refueled and is ready for the next flight.  
In the descent phase, 10.9 kW of power is available to recharge the battery, and this would 
recharge the battery 4.2 kW or 21% of the battery capacity. (The descent phase is 23 minutes.) 
If the descent phase was used to recharge, then 10.2 L (2.7 gal) would be consumed, reducing 
the fuel available for cruise to 10.6 L (2.8 gal). Therefore, time sitting on the ground recharging 
can be reduced at the expense of time in the cruise phase.  
5 Conclusions 
Three different general aviation aircraft, a Diamond DA40, a Cessna Skyhawk 172S and a Cirrus 
SR22 were used to explore the possibility of converting the existing power plant system, a gas 
engine, to an all-electric or serial-hybrid power system. Feasibility was analyzed by comparing 
overall weight, useable weight, aircraft range and endurance, and the fuel economy of the 
serial-hybrid variant to the gas variant. The model developed for analysis provided weight 
characteristics and performance characteristics of the three aircraft. Weight breakdowns 
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included individual component weights, power plant weights and battery pack weights. The 
power plant weight presented in the weight result tables used a statistical equation that is 
based on gasoline aircraft engines, and not serial-hybrid or all-electric aircraft, meaning the 
system weights reported should be viewed as estimates. Performance characteristics included 
system power, fuel consumption, flight time and distance.  
Based on the results, the conversion of an existing aircraft to an all-electric would be difficult to 
successfully achieve and would require slower travel speeds and shorter flights. However, a 
serial-hybrid conversion is feasible with the main drawback being less flight endurance. At 
approximately equal amounts of available crew and cargo weight the gas-variant can fly for 4.9 
hours at cruise, and the serial hybrid can fly for 1.3 hour at cruise, or approximately 1/4th as 
long. Long-distance trips would thus require more time and breaks than the existing gas variant 
a consequence of the higher energy storage density of hydrocarbon fuels compared to battery 
packs. However, unlike an all-electric aircraft, the serial-hybrid can recharge the onboard 
batteries without need for an electrical outlet. The serial-hybrid is viable in short distance 
flights or for use in specific scenarios such as pilot training, where a training flight would be able 
etween these short flights, a 
serial-hybrid aircraft has time to recharge since the onboard engine and fuel provide sufficient 
power to change batteries in 1 hour or less. Fuel consumption is 10% less for traveling the same 
distance as the gas variant at the expense of total time needed to perform the trip. Less fuel is 
required for a short duration flight or a training flight as well.  
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Appendix A  System Model Code
# Language: Python 3 1 
# System calculator 2 
# Imports bring in the variables and functions stored in other .py files.  3 
# standard python libraries 4 
import numpy as np 5 
import math 6 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 7 
 8 
# variable and config files 9 
from conversion_factors import * 10 
from physical_constants import * 11 
from aerodynamic_calcs_fxns import * 12 
from air_properties import * 13 
from WeightsEstimatesFxns import * 14 
from yasa_electric_motor_prop import * 15 
from seimens_electric_motor_prop import * 16 
from battery_cell_prop import * 17 
 18 
# # Plane Select 19 
#  20 
# The aircraft used in this analysis are Diamond Aircraft's DA-40, a Cessna 172S, and a Sirius SR22. These are all 21 
#single engine aircraft that can be flown by pilots with a PPL. The DA40 and  C172 both are similar weights with 22 
#similar amounts of rated engine horsepower. Their differences are in the difference in airframe design, material 23 
#use, and other performance areas discussed later in the report. The C172 is a common plane used by flight 24 
#schools for training pilots were a large majority flight activity is staying close to an airport, often just flying in a 25 
#traffic pattern doing airport operations practice.  26 
#  27 
# The plane select variable changes which set of numbers are used throughout the calculation. These values were 28 
#derived in a few different ways. The simplest was simply referring to the POH of the respective aircraft and using 29 
#the listed value. The values were either directly listed to a simple calculation was needed to produce that value. 30 
#For many of the surface areas, these were estimated based on the drawings provided in the POH. Dimensions 31 
#were estimated by measuring the size of drawing and scaling those dimension using a scaling factor by measuring 32 
#a known full size dimension. (The POH drawings all provided basic length, wing span, and height dimesons, which 33 
#were used to determine that scaling factor.) The other method was using estimated values based primarily on the 34 
#Aircraft Design Handbook and some literature.  35 
 36 
Plane_Select = 0 37 
Plane_List = ['DA40', 'C172', 'SR22'] 38 
 39 
if Plane_Select == 0: 40 
    from DA40weights import * 41 
    from DA40dim import * 42 
    from DA40airfoil_prop_properties import * 43 
 44 
if Plane_Select == 1: 45 
    from C172weights import * 46 
    from C172dim import * 47 
    from C172airfoil_prop_properties import * 48 
  49 
62 
if Plane_Select == 2: 50 
    from SR22weights import * 51 
    from SR22dim import * 52 
    from SR22airfoil_prop_properties import * 53 
 54 
# # Configuration Selection 55 
#  56 
# Several configurations are considered to address both the accuracy of the model and potential feasibility of the 57 
#model. The gas configuration is seeing how accurately the model predicts the properties of the existing aircraft. If 58 
#the values are close, then the model is considered accurate and findings for other other variants are considered a 59 
#decent estimation of performance. A major question is if it would be possible to do a "drop-in replacement" or 60 
#conversion to an all-electric or hybrid configuration.   61 
#  62 
# Changing the Config_Select variable changes which combination of efficiencies are used.  63 
#  64 
# 0. Gas 65 
# * This is using an ICE and is modeling the existing aircraft. 66 
# 1. All Electric 67 
# * The gas engine is removed and replaced with an electric engine. Battery cells are added as well.  68 
# 2. Serial Hybrid 69 
# * Similar to the electric engine variant, but a smaller gas engine is added to the system as well. Enough battery 70 
#energy is added so that when the electric motor and gas engine are operating together, they produce sufficient 71 
#power needed by the electric motor to climb up to the final cruising altitude.  72 
# 3. No batteries/ turboelectric 73 
# * The idea behind this is that a gas motor generates all the power needed and there are not batteries in the 74 
#system.  75 
 76 
Config_Select = 2 77 
 78 
Config_List = ["Gas", "Electric", "Serial", "No Batteries Serial"] 79 
 80 
Gas_Config = False 81 
All_Electric_Config = False 82 
Serial_Hybrid_Config = False 83 
No_Batteries_Config = False #Serial hybrid without any batteries. Motors provice all required electricity. 84 
 85 
if Config_Select == 0: 86 
    Gas_Config = True 87 
elif Config_Select == 1: 88 
    All_Electric_Config = True 89 
elif Config_Select == 2: 90 
    Serial_Hybrid_Config = True 91 
elif Config_Select == 3: 92 
    No_Batteries_Config = True 93 
elif Config_Select >= 4: 94 
    print("Config_Select too large") 95 
 96 
# # Weigh Estimation, Variables 97 
Pick_Engines = True 98 
 99 




#electric motor hp/lb 103 
array_of_densities_hplb = np.array([motor_power_cont_400_hp/weight_400_lbs, 104 
motor_power_cont_750_hp/weight_750_lbs, motor_power_cont_SP70D_hp/weight_SP70D_lbs,  105 
                               motor_power_cont_SP55D_hp/weight_SP55D_lbs, 106 
motor_power_cont_SP260D_hp/weight_SP260D_lbs, motor_power_cont_SP200D_hp/weight_SP200D_lbs]) 107 
electric_motor_average_weight_lb = np.average(np.array([weight_400_lbs, weight_750_lbs, weight_SP70D_lbs, 108 
weight_SP55D_lbs, weight_SP260D_lbs, weight_SP200D_lbs])) 109 
average_den_hplb = np.average(array_of_densities_hplb) 110 
 111 
array_of_densities = np.array([motor_power_cont_400/weight_400, motor_power_cont_750/weight_750, 112 
motor_power_cont_SP70D/weight_SP70D,  113 
                               motor_power_cont_SP55D/weight_SP55D, motor_power_cont_SP260D/weight_SP260D, 114 
motor_power_cont_SP200D/weight_SP200D]) 115 
electric_motor_average_weight = np.average(np.array([weight_400, weight_750, weight_SP70D, weight_SP55D, 116 
weight_SP260D, weight_SP200D])) 117 
average_den = np.average(array_of_densities) 118 
 119 
#light sport engine hp/lb 120 
array_of_LS_weight = np.array([178, 103, 108, 134, 141, 167, 191, 170, 262, 280]); 121 
array_of_LS_hp = np.array([120, 50, 65, 81, 100, 115, 100, 100, 100, 120]); 122 
array_of_LS_density = array_of_LS_weight / array_of_LS_hp 123 
 124 
average_LS_den = np.average(array_of_LS_density) 125 
average_LS_weight = np.average(array_of_LS_weight) 126 
average_LS_hp = np.average(array_of_LS_hp) 127 
 128 
# # Power Requirements 129 
### Initial Climb 130 
# The initial climb of an aircraft is when the plane is departing the runway and trying to climb to its desired 131 
#altitude or some intermediary altitude.   132 
 133 
 134 
# This next section shows the needed power output for the plane at max gross weight listed in the POH.  135 
 136 
def steady_angled_flight_fxn(Cfe, wet_ref_ratio, velocity, angle, Cla, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, altitude, 137 
airplane_weight, air_den_alt, disk_area, prop_effeciency, prop_rps, S): 138 
    little_e = 1.78*(1-0.45*wet_ref_ratio**0.68)-0.64 139 
     140 
    CL_alpha = CL_alpha_fxn(velocity, Cla, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, altitude) 141 
    K = K_fxn(aspect_ratio, CL_alpha, S) 142 
    coeff_lift = coeff_lift_fxn(airplane_weight, climb_angle, air_den_alt, wing_ref_area, velocity) 143 
 144 
    CDo = Cfe * wet_ref_ratio #estimation equation in text for parasite drag 145 
    coeff_drag = CDo + K*(coeff_lift**2) #total drag coeffecient, combines parasite drag and induced drag. Induced 146 
drag is a function of the coeffecient of lift. 147 
 148 
    drag_force = drag_eqn_fxn(coeff_drag, air_den_alt, velocity, wing_ref_area) 149 
     150 
    if angle >=0: 151 
        thrust = drag_force + (airplane_weight * np.sin(np.abs(angle))) 152 
    else: 153 
        thrust = drag_force - (airplane_weight * np.sin(np.abs(angle))) 154 
 155 
64 
    v_vert = velocity * ((thrust - drag_force)/airplane_weight) 156 
 157 
    power_out = (thrust * velocity) 158 
    power_out_hp = (power_out/1000) / hp_to_kw 159 
    power_in = (thrust * velocity)/prop_effeciency 160 
    power_in_hp = (power_in/1000) / hp_to_kw 161 
    advance_ratio = velocity/(prop_rps*prop_diam) 162 
 163 
    return v_vert, power_out, power_in, power_out_hp, power_in_hp, thrust, drag_force, coeff_drag, CDo, 164 
coeff_lift, CL_alpha, little_e, K, advance_ratio 165 
 166 
def calc_v_speed(pressure, pressure_sea, air_den_alt, air_den_sea, velocity, CAS_kts, SoS): 167 
 168 
    n=0 169 
    converge = 0.1 170 
    mach_num = CAS_kts/(SoS/kts_to_mps) 171 
    while (converge)  > 0.0000001: 172 
 173 
        if n > 0: 174 
            mach_num  = mach_num1 175 
 176 
        qc = pressure*(((1+0.2*(mach_num)**2)**3.5) - 1) 177 
        EAS_num = (((qc/pressure)+1)**(2/7)) - 1 178 
        EAS_denom = (((qc/pressure_sea)+1)**(2/7)) - 1 179 
        CAS = CAS_kts 180 
        EAS = CAS * np.sqrt(pressure/pressure_sea) * (EAS_num/EAS_denom)**0.5 181 
        TAS = EAS / np.sqrt(air_den_alt/air_den_sea) 182 
 183 
        mach_num1 = TAS/(SoS/kts_to_mps) 184 
 185 
        converge = np.abs(1 - np.abs(mach_num/mach_num1)) 186 
 187 
        #velocity_difference = np.abs(velocity_out - velocity_in) 188 
        if n == 1000: 189 
            print('break') 190 
 191 
            velocity_kts = TAS 192 
            velocity = velocity_kts * kts_to_mps 193 
            break 194 
        else: 195 
            n = n + 1 196 
 197 
     198 
    velocity_kts = TAS 199 
    velocity = velocity_kts * kts_to_mps 200 
    return velocity, velocity_kts, EAS, TAS 201 
 202 
#propeller force requirements 203 
iteration = np.argmax(alt_air == cruise_alt) + 1 204 
#define storage arrays for use in keeping variables and writing to excel file. 205 
power_in_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 206 
power_out_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 207 
v_vert_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 208 
65 
climb_angle_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 209 
time_segment_climb = np.zeros(iteration-1) 210 
TAS_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 211 
EAS_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 212 
CAS_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 213 
e_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 214 
K_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 215 
CDo_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 216 
coeff_lift_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 217 
coeff_drag_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 218 
drag_force_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 219 
dyn_press_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 220 
CL_alpha_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 221 
advance_ratio_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 222 
thrust_climb_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 223 
 224 
climb_angle_deg = 20 #arbitrary 225 
climb_angle = climb_angle_deg * (np.pi / 180) 226 
 227 
power_in_climb_max = engine_power * 1000 228 
 229 
prop_rpm = 2500 230 
prop_rps = prop_rpm/60 231 
 232 
prop_effeciency = 0.8 233 
 234 
S_wing = S 235 
 236 
CAS_climb = Vy_CAS 237 
 238 
v_climb_kts = CAS_climb 239 
v_climb = v_climb_kts * kts_to_mps #convert to m/s 240 
 241 
c = 0 242 
for c in range(1, iteration): 243 
     244 
    Cfe_climb = 0.0055 #constant from text 245 
     246 
    altitude = alt_air[c] #ft 247 
    entry = np.argmax(alt_air == altitude) 248 
    air_den_alt = density_air[entry] 249 
    air_den_sea = density_air[1] 250 
    SoS = speed_of_sound[entry] 251 
    pressure = absolute_press_air[entry] * 10000 252 
    pressure_sea = absolute_press_air[1] * 10000 253 
     254 
    [v_climb, v_climb_kts, EAS_climb, TAS_climb] = calc_v_speed(pressure, pressure_sea, air_den_alt, air_den_sea, 255 
v_climb, CAS_climb, SoS) 256 
 257 
    dyn_press_climb = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_den_alt, v_climb) 258 
 259 
    [v_vert_climb, power_out_climb, power_in_climb, power_out_hp_climb, power_in_hp_climb, 260 
66 
     thrust_climb, drag_force_climb, coeff_drag_climb, CDo_climb, coeff_lift_climb, CL_alpha_climb, little_e_climb, 261 
K_climb, advance_ratio_climb] = steady_angled_flight_fxn(Cfe_climb, wet_ref_ratio, v_climb, climb_angle, Cla_10, 262 
aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, altitude, airplane_weight, air_den_alt, disk_area, prop_effeciency, prop_rps, 263 
S_wing) 264 
     265 
    [v_exhaust_climb_act, power_out_climb_act, power_in_climb_act, power_out_hp_climb_act, 266 
power_in_hp_climb_act, power_out_check_climb_act, effeciency_climb_act] = 267 
actuator_disk_fxn(drag_force_climb, airplane_weight, thrust_climb, disk_area, air_den_alt, v_climb) 268 
     269 
    while power_in_climb > power_in_climb_max: 270 
        climb_angle = climb_angle - 0.0001 271 
        [v_vert_climb, power_out_climb, power_in_climb, power_out_hp_climb, power_in_hp_climb, 272 
         thrust_climb, drag_force_climb, coeff_drag_climb, CDo_climb, coeff_lift_climb, CL_alpha_climb, 273 
little_e_climb, K_climb, advance_ratio_climb] = steady_angled_flight_fxn(Cfe_climb, wet_ref_ratio, v_climb, 274 
climb_angle, Cla_10, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, altitude, airplane_weight, air_den_alt, disk_area, 275 
prop_effeciency, prop_rps, S_wing) 276 
         277 
        [v_exhaust_climb_act, power_out_climb_act, power_in_climb_act, power_out_hp_climb_act, 278 
power_in_hp_climb_act, power_out_check_climb_act, effeciency_climb_act] = 279 
actuator_disk_fxn(drag_force_climb, airplane_weight, thrust_climb, disk_area, air_den_alt, v_climb) 280 
     281 
        if climb_angle < (0.01*(np.pi/180)): 282 
            print("break") 283 
            break 284 
     285 
    v_vert_climb_fpm = v_vert_climb * mps_to_fpm 286 
 287 
    power_in_climb_store[c-1] = power_in_climb 288 
    power_out_climb_store[c-1] = power_out_climb 289 
    v_vert_climb_store[c-1] = v_vert_climb  290 
    climb_angle_store[c-1] = climb_angle 291 
    time_segment_climb[c-1] = 1000 / v_vert_climb_fpm 292 
    TAS_climb_store[c-1] = TAS_climb 293 
    EAS_climb_store[c-1] = EAS_climb 294 
    CAS_climb_store[c-1] = CAS_climb 295 
    e_climb_store[c-1] = little_e_climb 296 
    K_climb_store[c-1] = K_climb 297 
    CDo_climb_store[c-1] = CDo_climb 298 
    coeff_lift_climb_store[c-1] = coeff_lift_climb 299 
    coeff_drag_climb_store[c-1] = coeff_drag_climb 300 
    drag_force_climb_store[c-1] = drag_force_climb 301 
    dyn_press_climb_store[c-1] = dyn_press_climb 302 
    CL_alpha_climb_store[c-1] = CL_alpha_climb 303 
    advance_ratio_climb_store[c-1] = advance_ratio_climb 304 
    thrust_climb_store[c-1] = thrust_climb 305 
        306 
#plots of climb rate over alt 307 
 308 
fig1 = plt.figure() 309 
ax1 = fig1.add_subplot(111) 310 
ax1.plot(alt_air[1:iteration], (v_vert_climb_store * mps_to_fpm)) 311 
ax1.set_xlabel("Altitude, ft") 312 
ax1.set_ylabel("Climb Rate, fpm") 313 
67 
ax1.set_title(Plane_List[Plane_Select] + " Climb Rate") 314 
yaxis_top = max(v_vert_climb_store * mps_to_fpm) + max(v_vert_climb_store * mps_to_fpm)*0.1 315 
ax1.set_ylim(0, yaxis_top) 316 
 317 
fig1.savefig(("outputs" + "\\" + Plane_List[Plane_Select] + " climb_rate" + ".png" ), dpi=400, transparent=False) 318 
 319 
#################################################### 320 
#propeller force requirements during cruise 321 
##################################################### 322 
 323 
Cfe_cruise = 0.0055 #constant from text 324 
little_e_cuise = 0.8 #constant from text 325 
 326 
#cruise_alt= 1000 #ft 327 
entry = np.argmax(alt_air == cruise_alt) 328 
air_den_alt = density_air[entry] 329 
air_den_sea = density_air[1] 330 
SoS = speed_of_sound[entry] 331 
pressure = absolute_press_air[entry] * 10000 332 
pressure_sea = absolute_press_air[1] * 10000 333 
    334 
#CAS_cruise = 90 335 
CAS_cruise = v_cruise_CAS 336 
v_cruise_kts = CAS_cruise 337 
v_cruise = v_cruise_kts * kts_to_mps #convert to m/s  338 
[v_cruise, v_cruise_kts, EAS_cruise, TAS_cruise] = calc_v_speed(pressure, pressure_sea, air_den_alt, air_den_sea, 339 
v_cruise, CAS_cruise, SoS) 340 
 341 
Cla_cruise = Cla_10 342 
CL_alpha_cruise = CL_alpha_fxn(v_cruise, Cla_cruise, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, cruise_alt) 343 
 344 
K_cruise = K_fxn(aspect_ratio, CL_alpha_cruise, S) 345 
 346 
#dyn_press_cruise = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_den_sea_level, v_cruise) 347 
dyn_press_cruise = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_den_alt, v_cruise) 348 
 349 
cruise_angle = 0 350 
effeciency_cruise = 0.9 351 
 352 
CDo_cruise = Cfe_cruise * wet_ref_ratio #estimation equation in text for parasite drag 353 
 354 
[v_vert_cruise, power_out_cruise, power_in_cruise, power_out_hp_cruise, power_in_hp_cruise, thrust_cruise, 355 
drag_force_cruise, coeff_drag_cruise, CDo_cruise, coeff_lift_cruise, CL_alpha_cruise, little_e_cruise, K_cruise, 356 
advance_ratio_cruise] = steady_angled_flight_fxn(Cfe_cruise, wet_ref_ratio, v_cruise, cruise_angle, Cla_cruise, 357 
aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, cruise_alt, airplane_weight, air_den_alt, disk_area, prop_effeciency, prop_rps, S) 358 
 359 
v_exhaust_cruise = 1 360 
 361 
#cruise_alt = 8000 #ft 362 
iteration = np.argmax(alt_air == cruise_alt) + 1 363 
 364 
power_in_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 365 
power_out_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 366 
68 
v_vert_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 367 
descent_angle_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 368 
time_segment_descent = np.zeros(iteration-1) 369 
TAS_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 370 
EAS_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 371 
CAS_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 372 
e_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 373 
K_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 374 
CDo_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 375 
coeff_lift_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 376 
coeff_drag_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 377 
drag_force_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 378 
dyn_press_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 379 
CL_alpha_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 380 
advance_ratio_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 381 
thrust_descent_store = np.zeros(iteration-1) 382 
 383 
power_in_max = engine_power * 1000 384 
 385 
prop_rpm = 2500 386 
prop_rps = prop_rpm/60 387 
 388 
prop_effeciency = 0.8 389 
 390 
S_wing = S 391 
 392 
v_vert_descent_fpm = -350 #fpm 393 
v_vert_descent = v_vert_descent_fpm / mps_to_fpm 394 
 395 
CAS_descent = v_cruise_CAS 396 
v_descent_kts = CAS_descent 397 
v_descent = v_descent_kts * kts_to_mps 398 
 399 
descent_angle = np.arcsin(v_vert_descent/v_descent) 400 
 401 
Cfe_descent = 0.0055 #constant from text 402 
little_e_descent = 0.8 #constant from text 403 
 404 
c = 0 405 
for c in range(1, iteration): 406 
     407 
    altitude = alt_air[c] #ft 408 
    entry = np.argmax(alt_air == altitude) 409 
    air_den_alt = density_air[entry] 410 
    air_den_sea = density_air[1] 411 
    SoS = speed_of_sound[entry] 412 
    pressure = absolute_press_air[entry] * 10000 413 
    pressure_sea = absolute_press_air[1] * 10000 414 
     415 
    [v_descent, v_descent_kts, EAS_descent, TAS_descent] = calc_v_speed(pressure, pressure_sea, air_den_alt, 416 
air_den_sea, v_descent, CAS_descent, SoS) 417 
 418 
    dyn_press_descent = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_den_alt, v_descent) 419 
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 420 
    descent_angle = np.pi/2 - np.arccos(v_vert_descent/v_descent) 421 
 422 
    Cla_descent = Cla_10 423 
 424 
    [v_vert_descent, power_out_descent, power_in_descent, power_out_hp_descent, power_in_hp_descent, 425 
thrust_descent, drag_force_descent, coeff_drag_descent, CDo_descent, coeff_lift_descent, CL_alpha_descent, 426 
little_e_descent, K_descent, advance_ratio_descent] = steady_angled_flight_fxn(Cfe_descent, wet_ref_ratio, 427 
v_descent, descent_angle, Cla_descent, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, SoS, cruise_alt, airplane_weight, air_den_alt, 428 
disk_area, prop_effeciency, prop_rps, S_wing) 429 
     430 
    v_vert_descent_fpm = v_vert_descent * mps_to_fpm 431 
      432 
    power_in_descent_store[c-1] = power_in_descent 433 
    power_out_descent_store[c-1] = power_out_descent 434 
    v_vert_descent_store[c-1] = v_vert_descent  435 
    descent_angle_store[c-1] = descent_angle 436 
    time_segment_descent[c-1] = 1000 / v_vert_descent_fpm 437 
    TAS_descent_store[c-1] = TAS_descent 438 
    EAS_descent_store[c-1] = EAS_descent 439 
    CAS_descent_store[c-1] = CAS_descent 440 
    e_descent_store[c-1] = little_e_descent 441 
    K_descent_store[c-1] = K_descent 442 
    CDo_descent_store[c-1] = CDo_descent 443 
    coeff_lift_descent_store[c-1] = coeff_lift_descent 444 
    coeff_drag_descent_store[c-1] = coeff_drag_descent 445 
    drag_force_descent_store[c-1] = drag_force_descent 446 
    dyn_press_descent_store[c-1] = dyn_press_descent 447 
    CL_alpha_descent_store[c-1] = CL_alpha_descent 448 
    advance_ratio_descent_store[c-1] = advance_ratio_descent 449 
    thrust_descent_store[c-1] = thrust_descent 450 
 451 
#plots of climb rate over alt 452 
 453 
fig2 = plt.figure() 454 
ax2 = fig2.add_subplot(111) 455 
ax2.plot(alt_air[1:iteration], (v_vert_descent_store * mps_to_fpm)) 456 
ax2.set_xlabel("Altitude, ft") 457 
ax2.set_ylabel("Descent Rate, fpm") 458 
ax2.set_title(Plane_List[Plane_Select] + " Descent Rate") 459 
yaxis_top = max(v_vert_descent_store * mps_to_fpm) + max(v_vert_descent_store * mps_to_fpm)*0.1 460 
ax2.set_ylim(0, yaxis_top) 461 
 462 
fig2.savefig(("outputs" + "\\" + Plane_List[Plane_Select] + " descent_rate" + ".png" ), dpi=400, transparent=False) 463 
 464 
# # Effeciencies 465 
# Based on system sketch, different combination of effeciencies are use. 1 indicates that the portion does not exist 466 
 467 
#effeciencies 468 
if Gas_Config == True: 469 
    fuel_to_motor = 0.3 470 
    power_generation = 1 471 
    gen_bus_control_em = 1 472 
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    battery_bus_control_em = 1 473 
    em_effeciency = 1 #effeciency of electric motor from input electricity to output force 474 
    output_shaft_belt_prop = 1 475 
    prop_effeciency_climb = prop_effeciency 476 
    prop_effeciency_cruise = effeciency_cruise 477 
 478 
if All_Electric_Config == True: 479 
    fuel_to_motor = 1 480 
    power_generation = 1 481 
    gen_bus_control_em = 1 482 
    battery_bus_control_em = 0.95 483 
    em_effeciency = 0.96 #effeciency of electric motor from input electricity to output force 484 
    output_shaft_belt_prop = 1 485 
    prop_effeciency_climb = prop_effeciency 486 
    prop_effeciency_cruise = effeciency_cruise 487 
     488 
if Serial_Hybrid_Config == True: 489 
    fuel_to_motor = 0.3 #1 490 
    power_generation = 0.95 #2 491 
    gen_bus_control_em = 0.9  #3, 5, 6 492 
    battery_bus_control_em = 0.9 #4 493 
    em_effeciency = 0.96 #7 -- effeciency of electric motor from input electricity to output force to prop shaft 494 
    output_shaft_belt_prop = 1 #this is covered by the propeller effeciency 495 
    prop_effeciency_climb = prop_effeciency 496 
    prop_effeciency_cruise = effeciency_cruise 497 
     498 
if No_Batteries_Config == True: 499 
    fuel_to_motor = 0.3 500 
    power_generation = 0.95 501 
    gen_bus_control_em = 0.95  502 
    battery_bus_control_em = 1 503 
    em_effeciency = 0.96 #effeciency of electric motor from input electricity to output force 504 
    output_shaft_belt_prop = 1 505 
    prop_effeciency_climb = prop_effeciency 506 
    prop_effeciency_cruise = effeciency_cruise 507 
     508 
# # Hybrid Motor Mass 509 
# This describes the entire hybrid motor system. Which is a gas generator, electric motor to act as electric 510 
generator and attached to the gas generator, then the motor used to drive the propeller.  511 
# * Weight for the gas generator is based of several light-sport engines.  512 
# * Power requirements are sized on cruise power. 513 
 514 
#hybrid motor mass 515 
needed_power_hp = power_in_hp_cruise 516 
 517 
if Pick_Engines == True: 518 
    if Plane_Select == 0 or Plane_Select == 1: 519 
        hp_from_engine_gen = 100 #ROTAX 912 S/ULS 520 
        hybrid_gas_weight_lb = 141 521 
        hybrid_gen_weight_lb = 53 #YASA 400 522 
        hybrid_em_weight_lb = 108 #SP200D 523 
        gal_per_hr = 5.5 524 
        em_voltage = 400 525 
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 526 
    if Plane_Select == 2: 527 
        hp_from_engine_gen = 180 #power of a da40 or C172 528 
        hybrid_gas_weight_lb = 300 529 
        hybrid_gen_weight_lb = 108 #YASA 400 530 
        hybrid_em_weight_lb = 110 #SP260D 531 
        gal_per_hr = 12 532 
        em_voltage = 400 533 
 534 
    if power_in_cruise/1000 > (hp_from_engine_gen * hp_to_kw): 535 
        power_from_gen = (hp_from_engine_gen * hp_to_kw)*1000 536 
    else: 537 
        power_from_gen = power_in_cruise 538 
     539 
else: 540 
    hp_from_engine_gen = needed_power_hp / (gen_bus_control_em * em_effeciency * output_shaft_belt_prop * 541 
power_generation) 542 
    hybrid_gas_weight_lb = hp_from_engine_gen * average_LS_den 543 
    hybrid_gen_weight_lb = needed_power_hp/average_den_hplb 544 
    hybrid_em_weight_lb = power_in_hp_climb/average_den_hplb 545 
    power_from_gen = power_in_cruise 546 
    em_voltage = 400 547 
    gal_per_hr = 7 548 
 549 
hybrid_motor1_weight_lb = hybrid_gas_weight_lb + hybrid_gen_weight_lb + hybrid_em_weight_lb 550 
 551 
# # Weight Estimates 552 
# The next two sections determine estimates of weights based on statistical equations for typical planes. 553 
#  554 
# This is the list of variables used in estimating weights. 555 
#  556 
# The variables that change in configuration is  557 
# * W_en -- engine weight  558 
# * N_t -- number of fuel tanks 559 
# * V_t -- total fuel volume 560 
# * N_en -- number of engines in aircraft 561 
# * W_fw -- This number changes based on V_t and is simply gallons of fuel times 6. 562 
#     * It will change depending on the configuration. All electric converts the volume to be battery volume times 563 
#density 564 
 565 
velocity = v_cruise_CAS * kts_to_mps 566 
 567 
#variables 568 
A = aspect_ratio #aspect ratio 569 
B_w = wing_span_ft #wing span, ft 570 
 571 
D = height_ft #fuselage structural depth 572 
 573 
K_h = 0.05 #0.05 for low subsonic with hydraulics for brakes and retracts only 574 
 575 
L = overall_length_ft #fuselage strectural length, ft 576 
L_m = 0.588 / in_to_m  #extended length of main landing gear, in 577 
L_t = 4.641 * ft_to_m  #tail length; wing qwuarter-MAC to tail quarter-MAC, ft 578 
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 579 
M = mach_number_NE #mach number (design maximum) 580 
 581 
P_delta = 8 #cabin pressure differential, typically 8psi 582 
 583 
S_f = fuselage_area_ft #fuselage area, sq.ft 584 
S_ht = plane_area_ft[0] #horozontal tail area, sq.ft 585 
S_vt = plane_area_ft[1] #vertial tail area, sq.ft 586 
S_w = wing_area_ft #trapezoidal wing area, sq.ft 587 
 588 
V_pr = 0 #volume of pressurized section 589 
 590 
if Gas_Config == True: 591 
    W_en = engine_weight_lb #engine weight, each lb 592 
    N_t = 2 #number of fuel tanks 593 
    V_t = total_fuel #total fuel volume, gal 594 
    W_fw = V_t * 6 #weight of fuel in wing, if zero ignore, lb 595 
 596 
elif All_Electric_Config == True: 597 
    W_en = electric_motor_average_weight_lb #lb 598 
    N_t = 0 #number of fuel tanks 599 
    V_t = 0 #41.2 #total fuel volume, gal 600 
    W_fw = 0 #V_t * cell_mass_density #weight of fuel in wing, if zero ignore, lb 601 
     602 
elif Serial_Hybrid_Config == True: 603 
    W_en = hybrid_motor1_weight_lb 604 
    N_t = 2 #number of fuel tanks 605 
    V_t = 10 #total fuel volume, gal 606 
    W_fw = V_t * 6 #weight of fuel in wing, if zero ignore, lb 607 
    V_t_loop = np.arange(0, int(total_fuel), 1) 608 
     609 
elif No_Batteries_Config == True: 610 
    W_en = hybrid_motor2_weight_lb 611 
    N_t = 2 #number of fuel tanks 612 
    V_t = total_fuel #total fuel volume, gal 613 
    W_fw = V_t * 6 #weight of fuel in wing, if zero ignore, lb 614 
 615 
#W_en = lycoming_weight_lb #engine weight, each lb 616 
 617 
W_dg = airplane_mass_lbs # flight design gross weight, lb 618 
W_l = airplane_mass_lbs #landing desigh gross weight, lb 619 
W_press = 11.9*((V_pr*P_delta)**0.271) #weight penalty due to pressurization.  620 
W_uav = 0.03 * BEW_lbs #unistalled avionics weight, lb (typically = 800 to 1400lb) #see table 11.6 621 
 622 
H_t = 0.392 / 0.0254 #horozontal tail height above fuselage 623 
H_v = 0.392 / 0.0254 #vertial tail height above fuselage 624 
 625 
if Plane_Select == 0: 626 
    H_t_H_v = 1 #0 fior conventional tail, 1.0 for T tail 627 
    V_i = total_fuel/2 #integral tanks volume, gal 628 
elif Plane_Select == 1: 629 
    H_t_H_v = 0 #0 fior conventional tail, 1.0 for T tail 630 
    V_i = total_fuel/2 #integral tanks volume, gal 631 
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elif Plane_Select == 2: 632 
    H_t_H_v = 0 #0 fior conventional tail, 1.0 for T tail 633 
    V_i = total_fuel/2 #integral tanks volume, gal 634 
 635 
sweep = sweep_angle 636 
sweep_ht = 0 637 
sweep_vt = 0 638 
 639 
q = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_den_sea_level_slug * slugs_to_lb, velocity) #dynamic pressure at cruise 640 
lmbda = 0.61 #taper ratio 641 
lmbda_h = 0.57 #taper ratio for tail 642 
lmbda_vt = 0.82 #taper ratio for vert tail 643 
thick_to_chord = thickness_in/MAC_in #0.44 #thickness to chord ratio, use average 644 
 645 
N_en = 1 #number of engines (total for aircraft) 646 
N_l = 3 * 1.5 #ultimate landing load factor. = N_gear x 1.5 647 
N_p = 4 # number of personnel onboard (crew and passengers) 648 
 649 
N_z = 4.4 * 1.5 #ultimate load factor, = 1.5 x limit load factor see pg 494/495 650 
 651 
#eqns 652 
if Plane_Select == 0 or Plane_Select == 2: 653 
    W_wing = W_wing_fxn(S_w, W_fw, A, sweep, q, lmbda, thick_to_chord, N_z, W_dg) * 0.9 654 
 655 
    W_horo_tail = W_horo_tail_fxn(N_z, W_dg, q, S_ht, thick_to_chord, sweep, A, sweep_ht, lmbda_h) * 0.88 656 
 657 
    W_vert_tail = W_vert_tail_fxn(H_t_H_v, N_z, W_dg, q, S_vt, thick_to_chord, A, sweep_vt, lmbda_vt) * 0.88 658 
 659 
    W_fuselage = W_fuselage_fxn(S_f, N_z, W_dg, L_t, L, D, q, W_press) * 0.95 660 
     661 
else:  662 
    W_wing = W_wing_fxn(S_w, W_fw, A, sweep, q, lmbda, thick_to_chord, N_z, W_dg) 663 
 664 
    W_horo_tail = W_horo_tail_fxn(N_z, W_dg, q, S_ht, thick_to_chord, sweep, A, sweep_ht, lmbda_h) 665 
 666 
    W_vert_tail = W_vert_tail_fxn(H_t_H_v, N_z, W_dg, q, S_vt, thick_to_chord, A, sweep_vt, lmbda_vt) 667 
 668 
    W_fuselage = W_fuselage_fxn(S_f, N_z, W_dg, L_t, L, D, q, W_press) 669 
 670 
[W_landing_gear, W_main_landing_gear, W_nose_landing_gear] = W_landing_gear_fxn(N_l, W_l, L_m) 671 
 672 
W_installed_engine_total = W_installed_engine_total_fxn(W_en, N_en) 673 
 674 
W_fuel_system = W_fuel_system_fxn(V_t, V_i, N_t, N_en) 675 
 676 
W_flight_controls = W_flight_controls_fxn(L, B_w, N_z, W_dg) 677 
 678 
W_hydraulics = W_hydraulics_fxn(K_h, W_dg, M) 679 
 680 
W_avionics = W_avionics_fxn(W_uav) 681 
 682 
W_electrical = W_electrical_fxn(W_fuel_system, W_avionics) 683 
 684 
74 
W_air_con_and_anti_ice = W_air_con_and_anti_ice_fxn(W_dg, N_p, W_avionics, M) 685 
 686 
W_furnishings = W_furnishings_fxn(W_dg) 687 
 688 
W_array = np.array([W_wing, W_horo_tail, W_vert_tail, W_fuselage, W_main_landing_gear, 689 
W_nose_landing_gear, W_installed_engine_total, W_avionics, W_fuel_system, W_flight_controls, W_hydraulics, 690 
W_electrical, W_furnishings], dtype = "float64") 691 
 692 
W_sum = np.sum(W_array) 693 
 694 
# # Battery Mass Fractions 695 
# Battery mass is determined for climb and cruise portions of the mission. These equations are based on some of 696 
#the previous aerodynamic assumptions used to determine power requirements of the propeller.  697 
# Battery mass for all electric 698 
 699 
def battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_to_run_hr, power_used, cell_density, effeciency): 700 
    batt_mass = (1000 * time_to_run_hr * power_used)/(cell_density * effeciency) 701 
    return batt_mass 702 
 703 
#climb battery weight 704 
time_to_climb_hr = np.sum(time_segment_climb) / 60 705 
 706 
effeciency = (battery_bus_control_em * em_effeciency) 707 
 708 
if Serial_Hybrid_Config == True: 709 
    #determine climb power average 710 
    climb_power_average = (np.average(power_in_climb_store) - power_from_gen)/1000 711 
 712 
    W_batt_climb = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_to_climb_hr, climb_power_average, 713 
cell_grav_density, effeciency) 714 
    W_batt_climb = W_batt_climb + W_batt_climb * 0.2 715 
    W_batt_climb_lb = W_batt_climb * lb_to_kg 716 
    W_batt_frac_climb = W_batt_climb / airplane_mass 717 
    #determine cruise time of cruise 718 
    fuel_used_climb = np.sum(time_segment_climb/60) * gal_per_hr 719 
    time_cruise_hr = (V_t - fuel_used_climb) / gal_per_hr 720 
    print(time_cruise_hr) 721 
    wing_loading = airplane_mass / wing_area 722 
    range_cruise_nm = v_cruise * time_cruise_hr 723 
 724 
    cruise_power_average = (power_in_cruise-power_from_gen)/1000 725 
    if cruise_power_average == 0: 726 
        W_batt_cruise = 0 727 
    else: 728 
        W_batt_cruise = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_cruise_hr, cruise_power_average , 729 
cell_grav_density, effeciency) 730 
    W_batt_cruise_lb = W_batt_cruise * lb_to_kg 731 
    W_batt_frac_cruise = W_batt_cruise / airplane_mass 732 
 733 
    #desired charge and discharge rates for battery packs 734 
    c_rate_charge = 0.3 735 
    c_rate_dis = 0.3 736 
 737 
75 
    #determine the amp discharge rate and the total amp-hous of the batters 738 
    print(W_batt_cruise) 739 
    battery_pack_capacity_cruise = (W_batt_cruise / lb_to_kg) * cell_grav_density 740 
    batt_amps_draw_cruise = (cruise_power_average * 1000) / em_voltage 741 
    batt_amps_capacity_cruise =  battery_pack_capacity_cruise / em_voltage 742 
    print(batt_amps_capacity_cruise) 743 
 744 
    #determine discharge of battery pack 745 
    if batt_amps_draw_cruise == 0: 746 
        actual_discharge_rate = 0 747 
    else: 748 
        actual_discharge_rate = batt_amps_draw_cruise / batt_amps_capacity_cruise 749 
     750 
    print(actual_discharge_rate) 751 
    motor_gen = power_from_gen 752 
    batt_pack_volts = em_voltage 753 
 754 
    descent_power_average = -(np.average(power_in_descent_store)/1000) - (power_from_gen/1000) 755 
    time_to_descent_hr = np.sum(time_segment_descent) / 60 756 
 757 
 758 
elif All_Electric_Config == True: 759 
    climb_power_average = np.average(power_in_climb_store)/1000 760 
 761 
    W_batt_climb = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_to_climb_hr, climb_power_average, 762 
cell_grav_density, effeciency) 763 
    W_batt_climb = W_batt_climb + W_batt_climb * 0.2 764 
    W_batt_climb_lb = W_batt_climb * lb_to_kg 765 
    W_batt_frac_climb = W_batt_climb / airplane_mass 766 
 767 
    #cruise battery requirements 768 
    time_cruise_hr = 1 769 
    fuel_used_climb = 0 770 
    wing_loading = airplane_mass / wing_area 771 
    range_cruise_nm = v_cruise * time_cruise_hr 772 
 773 
    cruise_power_average = (power_in_cruise)/1000 774 
    W_batt_cruise = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_cruise_hr, cruise_power_average , 775 
cell_grav_density, effeciency) 776 
    W_batt_cruise_lb = W_batt_cruise * lb_to_kg 777 
    W_batt_frac_cruise = W_batt_cruise / airplane_mass 778 
    #desired charge and discharge rates for battery packs 779 
    c_rate_charge = 0.3 780 
    c_rate_dis = 0.3 781 
 782 
    #determine the amp discharge rate and the total amp-hours of the batters 783 
    print(W_batt_cruise) 784 
    W_batt_cruise = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_cruise_hr, power_in_cruise/1000, cell_grav_density, 785 
effeciency) 786 
    W_batt_cruise_lb = W_batt_cruise * lb_to_kg 787 
    W_batt_frac_cruise = W_batt_cruise / airplane_mass 788 
 789 
    #determine the amp discharge rate and the total amp-hous of the batters 790 
76 
    battery_pack_capacity_cruise = (W_batt_cruise / lb_to_kg) * cell_grav_density 791 
    batt_amps_draw_cruise = (cruise_power_average * 1000) / em_voltage 792 
    batt_amps_capacity_cruise =  battery_pack_capacity_cruise / em_voltage 793 
    print(batt_amps_capacity_cruise) 794 
 795 
    #determine discharge of battery pack 796 
    actual_discharge_rate = batt_amps_draw_cruise / batt_amps_capacity_cruise 797 
    print(actual_discharge_rate) 798 
    motor_gen = power_from_gen 799 
    batt_pack_volts = em_voltage 800 
 801 
    descent_power_average = (np.average(power_in_descent_store)/1000) 802 
    time_to_descent_hr = np.sum(time_segment_descent) / 60 803 
 804 
else:  805 
    climb_power_average = np.average(power_in_climb_store)/1000 806 
    fuel_used_climb = np.sum(time_segment_climb/60) * climb_fuel_consumption  807 
    time_cruise_hr = (V_t-fuel_used_climb) / cruise_fuel_consumption 808 
    print(time_cruise_hr) 809 
    wing_loading = airplane_mass / wing_area 810 
    range_cruise_nm = v_cruise * time_cruise_hr 811 
     812 
    W_batt_climb = 0 813 
    W_batt_climb = W_batt_climb + W_batt_climb * 0.2 814 
    W_batt_climb_lb = W_batt_climb * lb_to_kg 815 
    W_batt_frac_climb = W_batt_climb / airplane_mass 816 
 817 
    W_batt_cruise = 0 818 
    W_batt_cruise_lb = W_batt_cruise * lb_to_kg 819 
    W_batt_frac_cruise = W_batt_cruise / airplane_mass 820 
 821 
    batt_amps_draw_cruise = 0 822 
    batt_amps_capacity_cruise =  0 823 
 824 
    actual_discharge_rate = 0 825 
    motor_gen = power_from_gen 826 
    batt_pack_volts = em_voltage 827 
 828 
    W_batt_descent = 0 829 
    W_batt_descent_lb = 0 830 
 831 
#cruise battery weight 832 
 833 
if Serial_Hybrid_Config == True or All_Electric_Config == True: 834 
    battery_pack_capacity_climb = W_batt_climb * cell_grav_density 835 
    climb_discharge_rate = 1000 * climb_power_average / battery_pack_capacity_climb 836 
 837 
    battery_pack_capacity_cruise = (W_batt_cruise * cell_grav_density) 838 
    if battery_pack_capacity_cruise == 0: 839 
        cruise_discharge_rate = 0 840 
    else: 841 
        cruise_discharge_rate = power_in_cruise / battery_pack_capacity_cruise 842 
 843 
77 
    W_batt_descent = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_to_descent_hr, descent_power_average, 844 
cell_grav_density, effeciency) 845 
    W_batt_descent_lb = W_batt_descent * lb_to_kg 846 
    W_batt_frac_descent = W_batt_descent / airplane_mass 847 
 848 
 849 
#mass Totals 850 
if Gas_Config == True: 851 
    total_mass = W_sum + W_fw 852 
 853 
if All_Electric_Config == True: 854 
    total_mass = W_sum + W_batt_climb_lb + W_batt_cruise_lb 855 
 856 
if Serial_Hybrid_Config == True: 857 
    if Pick_Engines == True: 858 
        total_mass = W_sum + W_batt_climb_lb + W_batt_cruise_lb + W_fw 859 
    else: 860 
        total_mass = W_sum + W_batt_climb_lb + W_fw 861 
 862 
if No_Batteries_Config == True: 863 
    total_mass = W_sum + W_fw 864 
 865 
###################################### 866 
######fuel system analysis############ 867 
###################################### 868 
 869 
if Serial_Hybrid_Config == True: 870 
 871 
    W_fuel_system_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 872 
    time_cruise_hr_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 873 
    W_batt_cruise_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 874 
    W_batt_cruise_lb_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 875 
    total_mass_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 876 
    W_sum_loop = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 877 
    W_sum_loop_fuel = np.zeros(len(V_t_loop)) 878 
 879 
    for element in V_t_loop: 880 
        W_fuel_system_loop[element] = W_fuel_system_fxn(element, V_i, N_t, N_en) 881 
        time_cruise_hr_loop[element] = (V_t_loop[element] - fuel_used_climb) / gal_per_hr 882 
        W_batt_cruise_loop[element] = battery_mass_known_run_time_fxn(time_cruise_hr_loop[element], 883 
cruise_power_average , cell_grav_density, effeciency) 884 
        W_batt_cruise_lb_loop[element] = W_batt_cruise_loop[element] * lb_to_kg 885 
 886 
        if Pick_Engines == True: 887 
            total_mass_loop[element] = W_sum + W_batt_climb_lb + W_batt_cruise_lb_loop[element] 888 
        else: 889 
            total_mass_loop[element] = W_sum + W_batt_climb_lb 890 
        W_sum_loop[element] = total_mass_loop[element] - W_fuel_system + W_fuel_system_loop[element] 891 
        W_sum_loop_fuel[element] = W_sum_loop[element] + element * 6 892 
 893 
    fig3 = plt.figure() 894 
    ax3 = fig3.add_subplot(111) 895 
    ax3.plot(V_t_loop, W_sum_loop_fuel, '-', color='blue') #weight with full fuel 896 
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    #ax3.plot(V_t_loop, W_sum_loop) #weight without fuel 897 
    ax3.plot(V_t_loop, np.full((len(V_t_loop), 1), airplane_mass_lbs), '-', color='red') 898 
    ax3.plot(V_t_loop, np.full((len(V_t_loop), 1), airplane_mass_lbs - 198), '-', color='orange') 899 
 900 
    #graph formatting 901 
    ax3.set_xlabel("Fuel Volume, gal") 902 
    ax3.set_ylabel("Weight, lb") 903 
    #ax3.set_title(Plane_List[Plane_Select] + " Fixed fuel capacity") 904 
    ax3.legend(["Aircraft Weight with Fuel", "Max Gross Weight (MGW)", "MGW minus Avg Men Weight"], 905 
loc='upper left') 906 
    yaxis_top = max(W_sum_loop_fuel) + max(W_sum_loop_fuel)*0.1 907 
    ax3.set_ylim(0, np.around(yaxis_top/100, decimals=0)*100) 908 
    ax3.set_xlim(0, max(V_t_loop)) 909 
    ax3.grid(b=True) 910 
 911 




## CG Analysis 916 
############################################ 917 
CG_analysis = False 918 
if CG_analysis == True: 919 
    arms = np.array([wing_arm, horo_tail_arm, vert_tail_arm, fuselage_arm, main_gear_arm, nose_gear_arm, 920 
engine_arm, avionics_arm, wing_tanks, wing_tanks, electrical_arm, front_seat, rear_seat], dtype = "float64") 921 
    W_all = np.array([W_wing, W_horo_tail, W_vert_tail, W_fuselage, W_main_landing_gear, 922 
W_nose_landing_gear, W_installed_engine_total, W_avionics, W_fuel_system, W_hydraulics, W_electrical, 923 
W_furnishings/2, W_furnishings/2], dtype = "float64") 924 
    moments = arms * np.transpose(W_all) 925 
    moments_names = np.array(['wing', 'horo tail', 'vert tail', 'fuselage', 'main landing gear', 'nose landing gear', 926 
'installed engine total', 'avionics', 'fuel system', 'hydraulics', 'electrical', 'front seat', 'back seat']) 927 
    sum_moments = np.sum(moments) 928 
    cg = sum_moments / W_sum     929 
 930 
#File Name : aerodynamic_calcs_fxns.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
 3 
def drag_eqn_fxn(coeff_drag, air_den, velocity, area): 4 
    drag = 0.5 * coeff_drag * air_den * (velocity**2) * area 5 
    return drag 6 
 7 
def dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_density, velocity): 8 
 dyn_pressure = 0.5 * air_density * velocity ** 2 9 
 return dyn_pressure 10 
 11 
def coeff_lift_fxn(airplane_weight, climb_angle, air_den, wing_ref_area, velocity): 12 
 coeff_lift = (2 * airplane_weight * np.cos(climb_angle))/(air_den * wing_ref_area * velocity**2) 13 
 return coeff_lift 14 
 15 
def K_fxn_simple(wing_area, little_e): 16 
 K = 1/(np.pi * wing_area * little_e) 17 
 return K 18 
 19 
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def K_fxn(aspect_ratio, CL_alpha, S): 20 
 K100 = 1/(aspect_ratio*np.pi) 21 
 K0 = 1/CL_alpha 22 
 K = S*K100 + (1-S)*K0 23 
 return K 24 
 25 
def actuator_disk_fxn(drag_force, airplane_weight, thrust, disk_area, air_den, v): 26 
 27 
 if len([thrust]) > 1: 28 
  for element in thrust: 29 
   v_exhaust = np.sqrt(((2*thrust)/(air_den*disk_area))  + (v**2)) 30 
          31 
         #solve for power expended by actuator disk 32 
   power_out =  ((air_den * disk_area * v)/2) * ((v_exhaust**2) - (v**2)) 33 
   power_out_check = thrust * v 34 
   power_out_hp = power_out/ 745.6999 35 
 36 
   power_in = thrust * (0.5*(v + v_exhaust)) 37 
   power_in_hp = power_in/ 745.6999 38 
 39 
   effeciency = power_out/power_in 40 
 else:  41 
  v_exhaust = np.sqrt(((2*thrust)/(air_den*disk_area))  + (v**2)) 42 
   43 
  #solve for power expended by actuator disk 44 
  power_out =  ((air_den * disk_area * v)/2) * ((v_exhaust**2) - (v**2)) 45 
  power_out_check = thrust * v 46 
  power_out_hp = power_out/ 745.6999 47 
 48 
  power_in = thrust*(0.5*(v+v_exhaust)) 49 
  power_in_hp = power_in/ 745.6999 50 
 51 
  effeciency = power_out/power_in 52 
 53 
 return [v_exhaust, power_out, power_in, power_out_hp, power_in_hp, power_out_check, effeciency] 54 
 55 
 56 
def lift_to_drag_cruise_fxn(air_density, velocity, coeff_lift_cruise, Cfe, wet_ref_ratio, aspect_ratio, little_e, 57 
wing_load_cruise): 58 
 q = dynamic_pressure_fxn(air_density, velocity) 59 
 CDo = Cfe * wet_ref_ratio 60 
 61 
 lift_to_drag = 1/( ((q * CDo)/wing_load_cruise) + (wing_load_cruise * (1/(q * np.pi * aspect_ratio * 62 
little_e))) ) 63 
 64 
 return lift_to_drag 65 
 66 
def CL_alpha_fxn(velocity, Cla, aspect_ratio, sweep_angle, medium_SoS, altitude): 67 
 68 
 mach_num = velocity/medium_SoS 69 
 beta = np.sqrt(1 - mach_num**2) 70 
 71 
 eta = Cla/((2*np.pi)/beta) 72 
80 
  73 
 74 
 CLalpha = (2*np.pi*aspect_ratio * (0.98))/(2 + np.sqrt(4 + 75 
(((aspect_ratio**2)*(beta**2))/(eta**2))*(1+((np.tan(sweep_angle))**2)/beta**2))) 76 
 77 
 return CLalpha 78 
 79 
 80 
def airspeed_conversion_fxn(pressure, pressure_sea, air_den_alt, air_den_sea, velocity, CAS_kts, SoS): 81 
    qc = pressure*(((1+0.2*(velocity/SoS)**2)**3.5) - 1) 82 
    EAS_num = (((qc/pressure)+1)**(2/7)) - 1 83 
    EAS_denom = (((qc/pressure_sea)+1)**(2/7)) - 1 84 
    CAS = CAS_kts 85 
    EAS = CAS * np.sqrt(pressure/pressure_sea) * (EAS_num/EAS_denom)**0.5 86 
    TAS = EAS / np.sqrt(air_den_alt/air_den_sea) 87 
 88 
    return EAS, TAS 89 
 90 
#File Name: air_properties.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
air_den_sea_level = 1.18 #kg/cu.m 5 
air_den_sea_level_slug = 0.00238 #slugs/cu.ft 6 
air_den_sea_level_atm = 1 7 
 8 
alt_air = np.array([-1000, 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000, 15000, 20000,9 
 25000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000], dtype = "float64") 10 
#m 11 
 12 




absolute_press_air = np.array([1.39,10.13,9.772,9.421,9.081, 8.751, 8.431, 8.120, 7.819, 7.527, 7.244, 6.969]) 17 
#10^4 N/m^2 18 
 19 
density_air = np.array([1.263,1.227,1.191,1.154, 1.124, 1.087, 1.057, 1.027, 0.995, 0.964, 0.933, 0.907]) 20 
#kg/m^3 21 
 22 
dynamic_vis_air = 23 
np.array([1.821,1.789,1.758,1.726,1.694,1.661,1.628,1.595,1.561,1.527,1.493,1.458,1.422,1.422,1.448,1.475,1.60124 
,1.704,1.584,1.438,1.321]) 25 
#10^-5 Ns/m^2 26 
 27 
speed_of_sound_fps = np.array([1120.3, 1116.5, 1112.6, 1108.8, 1104.9, 1101.0, 1097.1, 1093.2, 1089.3, 1085.3, 28 
1081.4, 1077.4]) 29 
#ft/s 30 
 31 
speed_of_sound = speed_of_sound_fps * fps_to_mps 32 
 33 
air_density_ratio = air_den_sea_level/air_den_sea_level 34 
 35 
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#File Name: battery_cell_prop.py 1 
#cell stats 2 
cell_volts = 3.6 #volts 3 
cell_mil_amp_hours = 3180 #mAh 4 
cell_amp_hours = cell_mil_amp_hours/1000 #A 5 
cell_grav_density = 217 #Wh/kg 6 
cell_vol_density = 630 #Wh/L 7 
cell_mass_density = (cell_vol_density/cell_grav_density) * 1000 #kg per cu.m 8 
cell_mil_amps = 2980 9 
cell_amps = cell_mil_amps / 1000 10 
 11 
#calc mass 12 
#mass = (1/cell_density) * cell_volts * (1/1000) * cell_mil_amp_hours 13 
cell_mass = 49.5 / 1000 #kg 14 
 15 
cell_diam_mm = 18.25 #mm 16 
cell_diam = cell_diam_mm/1000 #m 17 
cell_length_mm = 65.10 #mm 18 
cell_length = cell_length_mm/1000 19 
 20 
#File Name: C172airfoil_prop_properties.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
from C172dim import * 5 
 6 
disk_area = (np.pi * prop_diam**2)/4 #relevant area for 7 
 8 
wing_ref_area = wing_area #Sref 9 
wing_ref_area_ft = wing_ref_area * ft_to_m**2 10 
 11 
surf_area = plane_area *2 12 
surf_area = np.append(surf_area, plane_area[2]*2) 13 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing, fuselodge -- fuselodge estimated to be equivelant to wing surface area 14 
wetted_area = np.sum(surf_area) 15 
wetted_area_ft = wetted_area * ft_to_m**2 16 
 17 
wet_ref_ratio = wetted_area/wing_ref_area 18 
 19 
#airfoil properties 20 
Cla_10 = 1.25 21 
 22 
def calibration_C172_fxn(IAS): 23 
 CAS = (2e-7)*IAS**4 - 0.0001*IAS**3 + 0.0209*IAS**2 - 0.8836*IAS + 59.416 24 
 return CAS 25 
 26 
Vy_IAS = 74 27 
Vy_CAS = calibration_C172_fxn(Vy_IAS) 28 
Vx_IAS = 56 29 
Vx_CAS = calibration_C172_fxn(Vx_IAS) 30 
Va_IAS = 105 31 
Va_CAS = calibration_C172_fxn(Va_IAS) 32 
Vs_IAS = 53 33 
82 
Vs_CAS = calibration_C172_fxn(Vs_IAS) 34 
 35 
Vs_flaps = 48 36 
 37 
v_cruise_IAS = 110 38 
v_cruise_CAS = calibration_C172_fxn(v_cruise_IAS) 39 
 40 
S = 0.87 41 
 42 
#File Name: C712dim.py 1 
import numpy as np  2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
wing_span = 10.9982 #m 5 
wing_span_ft = wing_span * ft_to_m 6 
overall_length = 8.28 #m 7 
overall_length_ft = overall_length * ft_to_m 8 
height = 2.72 #m 9 
height_ft = height * ft_to_m 10 
 11 
 12 
sweep_angle_deg = 0 #deg 13 
sweep_angle = sweep_angle_deg * np.pi/180 #rad 14 
 15 
wing_area_ft = 174 #sq.ft from C172 POH 16 
wing_area = wing_area_ft / (ft_to_m**2) 17 
horo_tail_in = 6649.465 #in^2 18 
horo_tail = horo_tail_in * in_to_m**2 19 
vert_tail_in = 4034.507 #in^2 20 
vert_tail = vert_tail_in * in_to_m**2 21 
plane_area = np.array([horo_tail, vert_tail, wing_area]) 22 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing 23 
plane_area_ft = plane_area * ft_to_m**2 24 
 25 
fuselage_area_in = (9908.823 + 9271.58 + 9681.588) 26 
fuselage_area = fuselage_area_in * in_to_m**2 27 
fuselage_area_ft = fuselage_area * ft_to_m**2 28 
 29 
aspect_ratio = (wing_span**2) / wing_area 30 
 31 
prop_diam_in = 76 #inches 32 
prop_diam = in_to_m * prop_diam_in #convert into meters 33 
 34 
MAC_in = 58.80 35 
MAC_m = MAC_in / in_to_m 36 
 37 
thickness_in = 6.098 38 
 39 
total_fuel = 56.0 #gal 40 
 41 
cruise_fuel_consumption = 10 #gal per hour at ~50% 42 
climb_fuel_consumption = 12.8 #gal per hour at 75% 43 
 44 
83 
fuselage_arm = 55 + 70 45 
wing_arm = 55 + 40 46 
horo_tail_arm = 220 + 55 47 
vert_tail_arm = 240 + 55 48 
engine_arm = 55 - 20 49 
#gear_arm_mm = 27 50 
#gear_arm = gear_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 51 
main_gear_arm = 55 + 55 52 
nose_gear_arm= 55 - 10 53 
avionics_arm = 55 + 20 54 
electrical_arm = 55 + 15 55 
front_seat = 55 + 37 56 
rear_seat = 55 + 73 57 
wing_tanks = 55 + 37 58 
 59 
#File Name: C172weights.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
 5 
airplane_mass = 1156 #kg 6 
airplane_mass_lbs = airplane_mass * lb_to_kg 7 
airplane_weight = airplane_mass * gravity 8 
airplane_weight_lbs = airplane_weight * lb_to_kg 9 
 10 
 11 
BEW = 750 #kg 12 
BEW_lbs = BEW * lb_to_kg 13 
 14 
engine_weight_lb = 300 15 
engine_weight = engine_weight_lb / lb_to_kg 16 
engine_power_hp = 180 17 
engine_power = engine_power_hp * hp_to_kw 18 
 19 
 20 
power_loading_lbhp = airplane_weight_lbs / engine_power_hp #lb per hp 21 
 22 
#File Names: conversion_factors.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
 3 
in_to_m = 0.0254 # m per in 4 
ft_to_m = 3.28084 # foot per meter 5 
lb_to_kg = 2.204623 #2.2lbs to 1kg 6 
kts_to_mps = 0.5144447 #meters per second to kts 7 
mps_to_fpm = 196.85 # 1 mps to 196.85 fpm 8 
kts_to_fps = 1.68781 # 1 kts to 1.68781 fps 9 
hp_to_kw = 0.7457 #kw to 1 hp 10 
N_to_lbf = 0.22480894244319 #1N per lbf 11 
slugs_to_lb = 32.174 #32.174 pounds per 1 slug 12 
nm_to_km = 1.852 #1 nautical mile per 1.852 km 13 
lbperhp_to_kgperkw = 0.608277 #1 lb/hp to 0.608277 kg/kw 14 
fps_to_mps = 0.3048 #0.3048mps per 1fps 15 
 16 
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#File Name: DA40airfoil_prop_properties.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
from DA40dim import * 5 
 6 
disk_area = (np.pi * prop_diam**2)/4 #relevant area for 7 
 8 
wing_ref_area = wing_area #Sref 9 
wing_ref_area_ft = wing_ref_area * ft_to_m**2 10 
 11 
 12 
surf_area = plane_area *2 13 
surf_area = np.append(surf_area, plane_area[2]*2) 14 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing, fuselodge -- fuselodge estimated to be equivelant to wing surface area 15 
wetted_area = np.sum(surf_area) 16 
wetted_area_ft = wetted_area * ft_to_m**2 17 
 18 
wet_ref_ratio = wetted_area/wing_ref_area 19 
 20 
 21 
#airfoil properties 22 
Cla_10 = 1.6 23 
 24 
Vy_CAS = 67 25 
Vx_CAS = 67 26 
Va_CAS = 108 27 
Vs_CAS = 49 28 
 29 
v_cruise_CAS = 110 30 
 31 
S = 0.9 32 
 33 
#File Name: DA40dim.py 1 
import numpy as np  2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
wing_span = 11.94 #m 5 
wing_span_ft = wing_span * ft_to_m 6 
overall_length = 8.01 #m 7 
overall_length_ft = overall_length * ft_to_m 8 
height = 1.97 #m 9 
height_ft = height * ft_to_m 10 
 11 
aspect_ratio = 10.53 12 
sweep_angle_deg = 1 #deg 13 
sweep_angle = sweep_angle_deg * np.pi/180 #rad 14 
 15 
wing_area = 13.54 #sq.m from diamond POH 16 
wing_area_ft = 145.7 #sq.m from diamond POH 17 
plane_area = np.array([2.34, 1.60, wing_area]) 18 
plane_area_ft = np.array([25.2, 17.2, wing_area_ft]) 19 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing 20 
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fuselage_area = 13.7 21 
fuselage_area_ft = fuselage_area * ft_to_m**2 22 
 23 
 24 
prop_diam_in = 70.8 #inches 25 
prop_diam = in_to_m * prop_diam_in #convert into meters 26 
 27 
MAC_m = 1.121 28 
MAC_in = 44 29 
 30 
total_fuel = 41.2 31 
 32 
cruise_fuel_consumption = 7 #gal per hour at ~50% 33 
climb_fuel_consumption = 11 #gal per hour at 75% 34 
 35 
 36 
meas_ratio_b = 315/122.5 #in per mm 37 
 38 
fuselage_arm_mm = 39.478 + 6 39 
fuselage_arm = fuselage_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 40 
wing_arm = 103.5 41 
horo_tail_arm_mm = 112  42 
horo_tail_arm = horo_tail_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 43 
vert_tail_arm_mm = 107  44 
vert_tail_arm = vert_tail_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 45 
#engine_arm_mm = 15 46 
#engine_arm = engine_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 47 
engine_arm = 39.4 48 
gear_arm_mm = 27 49 
gear_arm = gear_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 50 
main_gear_arm_mm = 40 51 
main_gear_arm = main_gear_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 52 
nose_gear_arm_mm = 13 53 
nose_gear_arm = nose_gear_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 54 
avionics_arm_mm = 29 55 
avionics_arm = avionics_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 56 
electrical_arm_mm = 26 57 
electrical_arm = electrical_arm_mm * meas_ratio_b 58 
front_seat = 90.6 59 
rear_seat = 128.6 60 
wing_tanks = 103.5 61 
 62 
thickness_mm = 2  63 
thickness_in = thickness_mm * meas_ratio_b 64 
 65 
File Names: DA40weights.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
 5 
airplane_mass = 1150 #kg 6 
airplane_mass_lbs = airplane_mass * lb_to_kg 7 
airplane_weight = airplane_mass * gravity 8 
86 
airplane_weight_lbs = airplane_weight * lb_to_kg 9 
 10 
 11 
BEW = 735 #kg 12 
BEW_lbs = BEW * lb_to_kg 13 
 14 
engine_weight_lb = 300 15 
engine_weight = engine_weight_lb / lb_to_kg 16 
engine_power_hp = 180 17 
engine_power = engine_power_hp * hp_to_kw 18 
 19 
power_loading_lbhp = airplane_weight_lbs / engine_power_hp #lb per hp 20 
 21 
#File Name: physical_constants.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
 3 
gravity = 9.807 #m/s 4 
 5 
alt_gravity = np.array([-1000, 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000, 6 
15000, 20000, 25000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000]) 7 
#m 8 
 9 




#File Name: seimens_electric_motor_prop.py 1 
import numpy as np  2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
#SP70D 5 
motor_volts_SP70D = 400 #v 6 
motor_power_max_SP70D = 92 #kW 7 
motor_power_max_SP70D_hp = motor_power_max_SP70D / hp_to_kw 8 
motor_power_cont_SP70D = 70 #kw 9 
motor_power_cont_SP70D_hp = motor_power_cont_SP70D / hp_to_kw 10 
motor_torque_max_SP70D = 340 11 
motor_torque_cont_SP70D = 260 12 
motor_speed_rpm_SP70D = 2600 13 
motor_peak_eff_SP70D = 0.95 14 
weight_SP70D = 26 15 




motor_volts_SP55D = 400 #v 20 
motor_power_max_SP55D = 72 #kW 21 
motor_power_max_SP55D_hp = motor_power_max_SP55D / hp_to_kw 22 
motor_power_cont_SP55D = 55 #kw 23 
motor_power_cont_SP55D_hp = motor_power_cont_SP55D / hp_to_kw 24 
motor_torque_max_SP55D = 240 25 
motor_torque_cont_SP55D = 180 26 
motor_speed_rpm_SP55D = 3000 27 
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motor_peak_eff_SP55D = 0.95 28 
weight_SP55D = 26 29 
weight_SP55D_lbs = weight_SP55D * lb_to_kg 30 
 31 
#SP260D 32 
motor_volts_SP260D = 580 #v 33 
motor_power_max_SP260D = 260 #kW 34 
motor_power_max_SP260D_hp = motor_power_max_SP260D / hp_to_kw 35 
motor_power_cont_SP260D = 260 #kw 36 
motor_power_cont_SP260D_hp = motor_power_cont_SP260D / hp_to_kw 37 
motor_torque_max_SP260D = 977 38 
motor_torque_cont_SP260D = 1000 39 
motor_speed_rpm_SP260D = 2500 40 
motor_peak_eff_SP260D = 0.95 41 
weight_SP260D = 50 42 
weight_SP260D_lbs = weight_SP260D * lb_to_kg 43 
 44 
#SP200D 45 
motor_volts_SP200D = 580 #v 46 
motor_power_max_SP200D = 204 #kW 47 
motor_power_max_SP200D_hp = motor_power_max_SP200D / hp_to_kw 48 
motor_power_cont_SP200D = 204 #kw 49 
motor_power_cont_SP200D_hp = motor_power_cont_SP200D / hp_to_kw 50 
motor_torque_max_SP200D = 1500 51 
motor_torque_cont_SP200D = 1500 52 
motor_speed_rpm_SP200D = 1300 53 
motor_peak_eff_SP200D = 0.95 54 
weight_SP200D = 49 55 
weight_SP200D_lbs = weight_SP200D * lb_to_kg 56 
 57 
#File Name: SR22airfoil_prop_properties.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
from SR22dim import * 5 
 6 
disk_area = (np.pi * prop_diam**2)/4 #relevant area for 7 
 8 
wing_ref_area = wing_area #Sref 9 
wing_ref_area_ft = wing_ref_area * ft_to_m**2 10 
 11 
 12 
surf_area = plane_area * 2 13 
surf_area = np.append(surf_area, plane_area[2]*2) 14 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing, fuselodge -- fuselodge estimated to be equivelant to wing surface area 15 
wetted_area = np.sum(surf_area) 16 
wetted_area_ft = wetted_area * ft_to_m**2 17 
 18 
wet_ref_ratio = wetted_area/wing_ref_area 19 
 20 
#airfoil properties 21 
Cla_10 = 1.2 22 
 23 
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Vy_CAS = 108 24 
Vx_CAS = 88 25 
Va_CAS = 108 26 
Vs_CAS = 74 27 
 28 
v_cruise_CAS = 130 29 
 30 
S = 0.9 31 
 32 
#File Name: SR22dim.py 1 
import numpy as np  2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
wing_span = 11.67 #m 5 
wing_span_ft = wing_span * ft_to_m 6 
overall_length = 7.92 #m 7 
overall_length_ft = overall_length * ft_to_m 8 
height = 2.71 #m 9 
height_ft = height * ft_to_m 10 
 11 
 12 
sweep_angle_deg = 1 #deg 13 
sweep_angle = sweep_angle_deg * np.pi/180 #rad 14 
 15 
wing_area = 13.5 # 16 
wing_area_ft = wing_area * ft_to_m**2 #sq.m from diamond POH 17 
aspect_ratio = (wing_span**2)/wing_area 18 
 19 
plane_area = np.array([2.34, 1.60, wing_area]) 20 
plane_area_ft = plane_area * ft_to_m**2 21 
#horo tail, vert tail, wing 22 
fuselage_area = 26.12 23 
fuselage_area_ft = fuselage_area * ft_to_m**2 24 
 25 
 26 
prop_diam_in = 78 #inches 27 
prop_diam = in_to_m * prop_diam_in #convert into meters 28 
 29 
total_fuel = 94.5 30 
 31 
cruise_fuel_consumption = 15 #gal per hour at ~50% 32 
climb_fuel_consumption = 21 #gal per hr 33 
 34 
power_loading_lbhp = 11.61 #lb per hp 35 
 36 
thickness = 2 * (11.67/12.5) 37 
thickness_in = thickness * 39.3701 38 
 39 
MAC_in = 47.7 40 
MAC_m = 1.21 41 
 42 
#File Name: SR22weights.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
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from physical_constants import * 3 
from conversion_factors import * 4 
 5 
airplane_mass = 1633 #kg 6 
airplane_mass_lbs = airplane_mass * lb_to_kg 7 
airplane_weight = airplane_mass * gravity 8 
airplane_weight_lbs = airplane_weight * lb_to_kg 9 
 10 
 11 
BEW = 952.5 #kg 12 
BEW_lbs = BEW * lb_to_kg 13 
 14 
engine_weight_lb = 496 15 
engine_weight = engine_weight_lb / lb_to_kg 16 
engine_power_hp = 310 17 
engine_power = engine_power_hp * hp_to_kw 18 
 19 
power_loading_lbhp = airplane_weight_lbs / engine_power_hp #lb per hp 20 
 21 
#File Name: WeightsEstimatesFxns.py 1 
import numpy as np 2 
from conversion_factors import * 3 
 4 
#eqns 5 
def W_wing_fxn(S_w, W_fw, A, sweep, q, lmbda, thick_to_chord, N_z, W_dg): 6 
 if W_fw == 0: 7 
  W_wing = 0.036 * (S_w**0.758) * ((A/(np.cos(sweep)**2))**0.6) * (q**0.006) * (lmbda**0.04) * 8 
(((100*thick_to_chord)/np.cos(sweep))**(-0.3)) * (N_z * W_dg)**0.49 9 
 else: 10 
  W_wing = 0.036 * (S_w**0.758) * (W_fw**0.0035) * ((A/(np.cos(sweep)**2))**0.6) * (q**0.006) 11 
* (lmbda**0.04) * (((100*thick_to_chord)/np.cos(sweep))**(-0.3)) * (N_z * W_dg)**0.49 12 
 return W_wing 13 
 14 
def W_horo_tail_fxn(N_z, W_dg, q, S_ht, thick_to_chord, sweep, A, sweep_ht, lmbda_h): 15 
 W_horo_tail = 0.016*((N_z * W_dg)**0.414) * (q**0.168) * (S_ht**0.896) * 16 
(((100*thick_to_chord)/np.cos(sweep_ht))**(-0.12)) * ((A/(np.cos(sweep_ht)**2))**0.043) * (lmbda_h ** -0.02) 17 
 return W_horo_tail 18 
 19 
def W_vert_tail_fxn(H_t_H_v, N_z, W_dg, q, S_vt, thick_to_chord, A, sweep_vt, lmbda_vt): 20 
 #if lambda_vt is less thatn 0.2 use 0.2 21 
 if lmbda_vt < 0.2: 22 
  lmbda_vt = 0.2 23 
   24 
 W_vert_tail = 0.073*(1+0.2*(H_t_H_v))*((N_z * W_dg)**0.376) * (q**0.122) * (S_vt**0.873) * 25 
(((100*thick_to_chord)/np.cos(sweep_vt))**(-0.49)) * ((A/(np.cos(sweep_vt)**2))**0.357) * (lmbda_vt ** 0.039) 26 
 return W_vert_tail 27 
 28 
def W_fuselage_fxn(S_f, N_z, W_dg, L_t, L, D, q, W_press): 29 
 W_fuselage = 0.052*(S_f**1.086) * ((N_z * W_dg)**0.177) * (L_t ** -0.051) * ((L/D)**(-0.072)) * 30 
(q**0.241) + W_press 31 
 return W_fuselage 32 
 33 
def W_landing_gear_fxn(N_l, W_l, L_m): 34 
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 W_main_landing_gear = 0.095*((N_l*W_l)**0.768)*((L_m/12)**0.409) 35 
 W_nose_landing_gear = 0.125*((N_l*W_l)**0.566)*((L_m/12)**0.845) 36 
 #reduce total weight of landing gear by 1.4% if non retractable 37 
 total = W_main_landing_gear + W_nose_landing_gear 38 
 39 
 W_landing_gear = total - (total * 0.014) 40 
 return W_landing_gear, W_main_landing_gear, W_nose_landing_gear 41 
 42 
def W_installed_engine_total_fxn(W_en, N_en): 43 
 W_installed_engine_total = 2.575*(W_en**0.922)*N_en #includes prop and engine mounts 44 
 return W_installed_engine_total 45 
 46 
def W_fuel_system_fxn(V_t, V_i, N_t, N_en): 47 
 if V_t == 0 or N_t == 0: 48 
  W_fuel_system = 0 49 
 else: 50 
  W_fuel_system = 2.49*(V_t**0.726) * ((1/(1+(V_i/V_t)))**0.363)*(N_t**0.242)*(N_en**0.157) 51 
 52 
 return W_fuel_system 53 
 54 
def W_flight_controls_fxn(L, B_w, N_z, W_dg): 55 
 W_flight_controls = 0.053*(L**1.536) * (B_w**0.371) * ((N_z * W_dg * 10**(-4))**0.80) 56 
 return W_flight_controls 57 
 58 
def W_hydraulics_fxn(K_h, W_dg, M): 59 
 W_hydraulics = K_h*(W_dg**0.8) * (M**0.5) 60 
 return W_hydraulics 61 
 62 
def W_avionics_fxn(W_uav): 63 
 W_avionics = 2.117*(W_uav**0.933) 64 
 return W_avionics 65 
 66 
def W_electrical_fxn(W_fuel_system, W_avionics): 67 
 W_electrical = 12.57*(W_fuel_system + W_avionics)**0.51 68 
 return W_electrical 69 
 70 
def W_air_con_and_anti_ice_fxn(W_dg, N_p, W_avionics, M): 71 
 W_air_con_and_anti_ice = 0.265*(W_dg*0.52)*(N_p**0.68)*(W_avionics**0.17)*(M**0.08) 72 
 return W_air_con_and_anti_ice 73 
 74 
def W_furnishings_fxn(W_dg): 75 
 W_furnishings = 0.0582*W_dg - 65 76 
 return W_furnishings 77 
 78 
#File Name: yasa_electric_motor_prop.py 1 
from conversion_factors import * 2 
 3 
#P400 R Series 4 
motor_volts1_400 = 700 #v 5 
motor_power1_max_400 = 160 #kW 6 
motor_power1_max_400_hp = motor_power1_max_400 / hp_to_kw 7 
motor_power_cont_400 = 100 #kw 8 
motor_power_cont_400_hp = motor_power_cont_400 / hp_to_kw 9 
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motor_peak_eff_400 = 0.96 10 
weight_400 = 24 11 
weight_400_lbs = weight_400 * lb_to_kg 12 
 13 
#750R series 14 
motor_volts1_750 = 350 15 
motor_volts2_750 = 700 16 
motor_power1_max_750 = 100 #kW 17 
motor_power1_max_750_hp = motor_power1_max_750 / hp_to_kw 18 
motor_power2_max_750 = 200 #kW 19 
motor_power2_max_750_hp = motor_power2_max_750 / hp_to_kw 20 
motor_power_cont_750 = 70 #kw 21 
motor_power_cont_750_hp = motor_power_cont_750 / hp_to_kw 22 
motor_peak_eff_750 = 0.96 23 
weight_750 = 37 24 
weight_750_lbs = weight_750 * lb_to_kg 25 
